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A call for articles
There is always a need for articles
for The EBE Journal.
Articles are invited from teachers
in schools and academics in
universities.
Contributing to the journal is one
way to demonstrate the Australian
Professional Standards for Teachers
at any of the four career stages
– Graduate, Proficient, Highly
Accomplished or Lead. It is also
an effective way to engage in
professional dialogue and sharing
with other teachers.
Copies of published articles can be
attached to your C.V.
ALL ARTICLES AND/OR ENQUIRIES
SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO:
The Editor
Economics and Business
Educators NSW
Phone: (02) 9716 0378
Email: admin@ebe.nsw.edu.au
Articles may be emailed with text
double spaced and proof read.
Please ensure that all tables,
diagrams and figures included with
your paper are of a suitable quality
for reproduction.
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President’s Report

Joe Alvaro, EBE NSW President

Welcome to Issue 2 (2017) of The EBE Journal – Journal of the
Economics and Business Educators NSW. I hope you will be able
to engage in some professional reading and some professional
growth through the journal.
2017 EBE NSW Annual General
Meeting – 11th December 2017
As a result of the elections held as part of the
EBE NSW Annual General Meeting on 11th
December 2017, the Board of Directors for
2017/2018 are:
President: Mr Joe Alvaro
(De La Salle College Revesby Heights)
Vice-President: Ms Cheryl Brennan
(Calderwood Christian School)
Vice-President: Ms Mai Ni Pham
(Hurlstone Agricultural High School)
Company Secretary: Ms Wendy Mockler-Giles
(Lumen Christi Catholic College)
Treasurer: Ms Tania White
(Bega High School)
Director: Mr Ben Andersen
(Engadine High School)
Director: Mr Andrew Athavle
(William Carey Christian School)
Director: Mr Nicholas Gliddon
(Knox Grammar School)
Director: Ms Bernadette Henry
(Central Coast Grammar School
Director: Ms Roset Khair
(Unity Grammar)
Director: Mr Kenson Low
(Inaburra School)
Director: Mr James Martin
(Ravenswood School for Girls)
Director: Ms Toni Sheehan
(Nagle College)
Director: Ms Leith Thompson
(Burwood Girls High School)
Director: Mr Nicholas Ward
(Ryde Secondary College)

The President’s Report to the 2017 EBE NSW
AGM has been published in this edition of the
journal.
The EBE NSW Financial Statements for the year
ended 30 June 2017 have also been published
in this edition of the journal.
In addition, the EBE NSW Financial Statements
for the year ended 30 June 2016 can also be
found in this edition of the journal as they were
not available due to unforeseen circumstances
at the EBE NSW Annual General Meeting in 2016.
Welcome to our new Board members
Bernadette Henry, Roset Khair, James Martin
and Toni Sheehan. We have a diverse Board
this year consisting of outstanding educators
in the areas of Economics, Business Studies,
Legal Studies and Commerce from government
and non government schools to keep the
association moving forward for another year. If
you have any questions and/or suggestions that
you would like the Board to consider, please
email admin@ebe.nsw.edu.au.
Thank you to all the above educators who will
serve our members as EBE NSW Directors and
advance quality teaching and learning through
the association.

EBE NSW Membership renewals due
now
Thank you to members who have renewed their
membership for 2018. Be sure to renew your
membership before 1 April 2018 when 2017
memberships will end. Members can visit the
EBE NSW website and renew their membership
online. The following membership categories
are available:
•
•

Individual
Individual (with Remote Rebate)
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•
•
•

School/Library
Business/Corporate
Concessional (for casual/temporary teachers,
retired teachers and student teachers)

Please contact the EBE NSW office if you have
any questions about your membership status.

2018 EBE NSW Calendar of Events
The 2018 EBE NSW Calendar of Events can
be found on the EBE NSW website. Be sure to
save the dates in your diary. EBE NSW has high
quality and classroom friendly professional
development courses planned for 2018,
responding to the needs and suggestions of our
members using the data gained from our past
professional development courses which are
regularly evaluated by attendees and the Board
of Directors.

Save the date:
2018 EBE NSW Annual Conference
Economics and Business Educators NSW will
hold its annual conference on Friday 29 June
2018 at the Dr Chau Chak Wing Building,
Business School of the University of Technology,
Sydney. The theme this year is Transforming
our world through economics, business and legal
education.
There will be a keynote speaker, over twenty
workshops to choose from, exhibitor displays,
resources and networking opportunities.
More details about the conference program will
be available on our website.

EBE NSW Advocacy Activities
EBE NSW continues to act as a voice on matters
of significance to Economics, Business, Legal
and Commerce educators. The following
submissions can be found in this edition of the
journal:
– Submission to NSW Education Standards
Authority (NESA) Review of Commerce
Syllabus
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– Submission to Australian Securities and
Investments Commission (ASIC) –
National Financial Literacy Strategy
Consultation 2017 (October 2017)
– NSW Education Standards Authority 2017
Consultation – Draft NSW Supplementary
Documentation: Subject Content
Knowledge Requirements (Revised) –
Submission from Economics and Business
Educators NSW
– Teacher Associations, including Economics
and Business Educators NSW, have signed
the Open Letter to oppose the Productivity
Commission’s recommendations on
copyright in Australia because it will affect
the ability of teachers to create high quality
resources for teachers. More information
can be found in the article “Open Letter from
25 Teacher Associations supports copyright”
in this edition of the journal.

Contributions to “The EBE Journal”
All members are invited to submit an article for
publication in “The EBE Journal” (please email us
at admin@ebe.nsw.edu. au). Further information
about submitting an article can be found in this
edition of the journal on page 3. Contributing
to the journal is one way to demonstrate the
Australian Professional Standards for Teachers
at any of the four career stages – Graduate,
Proficient, Highly Accomplished or Lead. It is
also an effective way to engage in professional
dialogue and sharing with other teachers. Thank
you to everyone who has contributed to this
edition of the journal. I also thank EBE NSW
Director Mai Ni Pham for all her good work as
Editor of this edition of the journal.

EBE NSW Helpdesk
As always EBE NSW Directors are available to
members for advice and assistance (helpdesk@
ebe.nsw.edu.au) in relation to the teaching
and learning of Business Studies, Commerce,
Economics and Legal Studies.
Joe Alvaro
President –
Economics and Business Educators NSW
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EBE NSW News
competition. Nicholas has made significant
contributions to the association’s professional
learning program for teachers, including
convening the annual Economics Update
Conference, which links Economics teachers
with leading economists. He has contributed
to the association’s journal and maintained the
association’s social media presence through
Facebook.

EBE NSW Director Nicholas Ward (left) receives his award from
Eddie Woo, PTC NSW Presentation Evening guest speaker.

Congratulations to EBE NSW Director
Nicholas Ward
Congratulations to EBE NSW Director Nicholas
Ward who has received a 2017 Professional
Teachers’ Council NSW Outstanding Beginning
Teacher Award at the 2017 Professional
Teachers’ Council NSW Presentation Evening on
14 November 2017.
The award citation read:
In recognition of his significant contribution
to the support of Economics, Business Studies,
Legal Studies and Commerce teachers in NSW
through Economics and Business Educators
NSW (EBE NSW), as a Director since 2014. As a
beginning teacher, Nicholas has used his role
at EBE NSW to advance the teaching profession
and serve other educators, including being a
positive role model to other beginning teachers.
In addition to his normal Director duties
for the association, Nicholas has been the
CPA Australia Plan Your Own Enterprise
Competition Coordinator for NSW since 2015,
he is responsible for managing hundreds of
business plan entries across two divisions.
This has involved promoting the competition,
coordinating the short listing of entries and
organising the NSW awards ceremony for the

Nicholas undertakes his Director duties
efficiently and in a professional manner. He is a
good example of a dedicated beginning teacher
with a passion for quality teaching and learning
in schools. Nicholas is a very worthy recipient
of the Professional Teachers’ Council NSW
Outstanding Beginning Teacher Award.

EBE NSW recognised at 2017
Professional Teachers’ Council NSW
Presentation Evening
On 14 November 2017 at the 2017 Professional
Teachers’ Council NSW Presentation Evening,
EBE NSW received a Certificate of Appreciation
“in recognition of the association’s voluntary
contribution during 2017 to quality education,
the students of NSW and the teaching
profession”.

EBE NSW Director Nicholas Ward (left) accepts the association
award from Dr Denis Mootz, PTC NSW President.
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Special Issue: 2017 EBE
NSW Annual Conference
New Frontiers: Economics and
Business Education in an Era of
Innovation

Report by Elizabeth Perry, 2017 EBE NSW Annual
Conference Rural Grant Recipient,
The Rivers Secondary College,
Richmond River High Campus

Stories about failures that inspire
innovation and entrepreneurship
The 2017 EBE NSW Annual Conference: ‘New
Frontiers: Economic and Business Education
in an Era of Innovation’ was an inspiring and
engaging day of professional development. It
was an opportunity for like-minded teachers
to meet and discuss business and economics
education.
The morning started with a keynote titled
“Innovation: The key to Australia’s future
success” by James O’Loghlin (best known
as the host of ABC New Inventors). Through
a fresh, relevant and highly engaging
presentation, O’Loghlin encouraged us all to
challenge our thinking and our daily habits, to
be bold enough to try new things and embrace
failure. He presented brilliant examples of
innovation in schools and business and left the
audience feeling uplifted and inspired.
Nahji Chu, an entrepreneur and restauranteur
gave the second keynote, in which she took us
through her journey from arriving in Australia
as a Vietnamese refugee through to her
various business successes and failures. It was
a compelling story of both highs and lows,
of innovation and new ideas. However, the
consistent message was one of perseverance
and resilience. Nahji entertained us with her
stories; a particular stand out was tales of her
marketing strategies.
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About the breakout sessions
As a beginning teacher, the break out sessions I
chose were focused on improving my teaching
practice and being able to better prepare
my students for the HSC. These sessions
included: ‘Innovating through technology in
your classroom’, ‘Contemporary Issues in HR
Management’, ‘Review of 2016 HSC Business
Studies Examination’ and ‘Formative Assessment’.
Through these sessions, I was introduced to a
variety of websites which I can use in my teaching
practice. In particular, new ways for formative
assessment and improving writing skills of
students, both focus areas within my faculty and
school.

Where to next?
I am already planning for next year’s programmes
and am keen to embed some of the new
strategies into my lessons.
The opportunity to unpack the 2016 exam with
highly skilled and experienced HSC markers was
invaluable for the beginning teachers in the
room and I know that my students appreciate
the advice and tips that I have been able to bring
home to them. It also helped me to understand
the marking guidelines in more depth, which
assists me in becoming a better teacher.
The conference sessions were highly relevant to
my needs as a beginning teacher, and I left the
day feeling inspired and full of fresh ideas and
strategies I can implement in my classroom.
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2017 EBE NSW Annual Conference

New Frontiers: Economics
and Business Education in an
Era of Innovation Report

Daniel Benjamin, 2017 EBE NSW Annual
Conference Rural Grant Recipient,
Sapphire Coast Anglican College, Bega

Building teacher networks
The 2017 EBE NSW Annual conference in
Sydney gave me the opportunity to build
my professional network and increase my
awareness of new trends happening in areas of
HSC Economics and Business Studies teaching.
During the conference, I had the opportunity
to meet a few scholars from the University
of Technology Sydney (UTS) and exchange
ideas and develop friendships with other HSIE
teachers from NSW.

Observations about the presentations
All the presentations during the conference
were fantastic and worthwhile. The presenters
shared cutting-edge information on
entrepreneurship, innovation, the stronger HSC
standards/resources and formative assessments.
These topics were noticeably focused on
boosting student engagement and improving
classroom equity and learning.

Resources
The conference allowed me to learn about
teaching standards designed to help motivate
and challenge students to achieve at their
highest possible level, reduce stress and provide
students with more skills and career options.
Moreover, I had an opportunity to gain access to
new teaching tools and techniques and obtain
samples of textbooks, case studies, web-links

and mobile applications. The conference was
attended by educators promoting various ideas,
vendors selling new products and consultants
offering innovative teaching methodologies.
I took advantage of this opportunity to fill up
my academic tool-shed with new methods and
practices to advance my teaching career.
I hope that sharing my recent conference
experience is enough to motivate other
Economics, Business Studies and Legal Studies
teachers to attend these EBE NSW conferences.
However, I would like to share a very good
reason about why HSIE teachers should invest
time and energy to attend these conferences:
they are a great way to replenish yourself. Just
when you feeling worn out from taking classes,
writing exams or teaching a heavy course load,
these conferences can give you the boost
you need to get invigorated, motivated and
equipped.

Contributing to our profession
In the coming years, I wish to increase my
conference participation not only by attending
but by presenting and volunteering as well.
Finally, I would like to express my appreciation
to the EBE NSW Board of Directors for providing
me with the Professional Learning Grant to
attend the 2017 EBE NSW Annual Conference.
Thank you, EBE!
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Business Case Study
https://ectohandplanes.com

Developed by Cheryl Brennan, Vice President
EBE NSW and Teacher at Calderwood Christian School
1.

Select “About Us”:
a. Complete the details about the establishment of the business in the table below:
Name of founder:
Aim of the business:
Reason that the business has won
multiple design awards:
b. Watch the video Ecto Handplanes – Designed by Chris Anderson.
Describe the product shown in the video:
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
c. Watch the video 1000 Surfboard Graveyard. What environmental issue did the 1000 Surfboard
Graveyard project aim to highlight?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
d. Do you think Chris Anderson’s project effectively addressed this environmental issue?
Explain why or why not.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
e. How did the business founder, Chris Anderson, come up with his business name?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
f. Your opinion: Do you think the business name is a good one? Why or why not?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

10
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2. Select “FAQ”:
a. Read the FAQs (“Frequently Asked Questions”). Would you change the order?
Explain why or why not.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
b. How do Ecto Handplanes work?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
c. How does Ecto Handplanes recycle old surfboards?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
3. Select “Stockists”:
a. Where are most of the stockists of Ecto Handplanes located?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
4. Select “Shop”:
a. Describe the range of products offered by Ecto Handplanes.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
5. Select “Instagram”.
a. In your opinion, how effective would the use of social media be for developing repeat business?
Provide a reason for your response.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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6. Select “Policies”.
a. Summarise the business’s policies on the following:
Payment:

Privacy:

Postage:

Warranty:

Returns/Exchanges/Refunds:

IP Copyright:

Extension:
Create a table with points “agreeing” and “disagreeing” with the following statements:

12

•

“Chris Anderson demonstrates the key characteristics of an entrepreneur”.

•

“Innovation is more important than the use of social media for explaining the success of Ecto
Handplanes”.

•

“Effective use of marketing strategies is important during the growth phase of Ecto Handplanes”.

•

“Environmental sustainability leads to increased profits for businesses like Ecto Handplanes”.
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CASE STUDY
Nahji Chu

Queen of Rice Paper Rolls
Mai Ni Pham, EBE NSW Director and Teacher at
Hurlstone Agricultural High School
This case study examines the influences in establishing a small to
medium enterprise. (Stage 6 Preliminary Business Studies course)
Watch The little tuckshop lady with big ideas: Nahji Chu at TEDxWarwick 2014 http://bit.ly/1rbNcTJ
Watch Haymarket HQ – The Birth of Miss Chu http://bit.ly/2uGktlt

Personal qualities – qualifications, skills, motivation, entrepreneurship, cultural
background
1. Go to www.nahjichu.com
a. Select “bio” and read to gather evidence and examples of Nahji Chu’s personal qualities.
b. Complete the table below:
Personal qualities
(define the qualities)

Evidence / Examples

qualifications:
skills:
motivation:
entrepreneurship:
cultural background:
gender:

The EBE Journal – Journal of the Economics and Business Educators NSW 2017 – Issue 2
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Sources of information
A range of information is a must for Nahji Chu when planning her various business enterprises and
developing her ability to innovate. Brainstorm these sources below (one has been identified for you):
1.

Australian Bureau of Statistics

Sources of information that
can help Nahji Chu to set up
her business ventures.

2. Select TWO sources of information from your brainstorm. How do you think Nahji Chu would use
these sources of information?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

The business idea – competition
3. How did Nahji Chu develop her business ideas?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
4. Do you think Nahji Chu had any competition? Why or why not?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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5. Explore the following websites of Nahji Chu:
a. Go to www.cocochine, www.nahjichu.com, www.chaliboi.com.au
b. Summarise the key business ideas contained in each website in the table below:
Summary of key business ideas
Cha Li Boi

Nahji Chu

Cocochine

c. Why do you think Nahji Chu has three websites?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Cha Li Boi
“If you’re boss man or sum young gal up for a yum time and fun
time, come try our special menu. We have excellent dim sum,
roast duck, cocktails, bubble tea and many more. We hope you
visit soon for happy belly and good time.”
https://chaliboi.com.au/

Establishment options – new, existing, franchise
6. With reference to Cha Li Boi:
a. What type of establishment option has Nahji Chu chosen?
__________________________________________________________________________________
b. Outline TWO advantages and TWO disadvantages of this option.
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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7. Select “menu” from www.chaliboi.com.au
a. 		Describe the range of products offered by Cha Li Boi.
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
b. List FOUR products and their prices.
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
c. How does this compare to other similar products by other businesses? Check out other yum
cha businesses. Here is a starting point: http://bit.ly/2uGtavI
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
d. What is the address of Cha Li Boi?
__________________________________________________________________________________
e. Why do you think the business was established at this location?
__________________________________________________________________________________

Source: https://www.broadsheet.com.au/sydney/restaurants/cha-li-boi#
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Finance – source, cost
8. Finance is very important for a business in the short term and long term. Complete the table below.
An example has been done for you.
Is this a cost to
the business?

Cha Li Boi

How / Why?

Business bank loan

Business credit card

Council fees –
permit to operate

Yes

This is an expense related to setting up the
business and a legal requirement in order to
operate (compliance with local laws).

Investors

Leasing – equipment

Leasing agreement –
for the business premises
Legal fees –
registration of business
Transaction account for day to
day banking

Legal – business name, zoning, health and other regulations
9. Tick in the relevant box to indicate which level of government regulates the specific legal issue.
Legal issues

Local

State

Federal

Business name
Zoning
Health
Consumer laws
Other:
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Human resources
• skills
• costs – wage and non-wage
10. Skills
Here are some of the positions at Cha Li Boi:
Waiters
Bar manager

Chef
Chief Financial Officer (CFO)

Bar person

Cook

Head host
Operations manager

a. Select TWO positions from the list.
b. Use www.seek.com.au and www.linkedin.com to identify the main skills required for each
position. Use the VENN diagram to classify unique skills of each position and common skills
(middle – overlap of the two circles) to summarise your research.
Title _______________________________________________________________________
Remember to name and
label the diagram.

Compare your research of these positions with the positions advertised on www.chaliboi.com.au
c. Is there a difference with what you have identified in your research?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Human resources can often be critical to the successful operations of a business. It is also a cost to the
business.
11. COSTS – Wages
a. What is the cost range for TWO positions you investigated above? Complete the table below
with your findings.
Position:

Position:

Wage range:

Wage range:

b. How do you think wages are determined?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
		

12. COSTS – Non wages
a. What is meant by “non-wages”?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
		

b. Provide TWO examples of non-wage costs that Cha Li Boi incurs.
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Taxation – federal and state taxes, local rates and charges
13. Using your own knowledge and other sources, what are the taxation obligations of Cha Li Boi?
Taxation

Examples

Federal

Goods and services tax, payroll tax, superannuation

State
Local
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Different Perspectives
Nahji says, “An opportunity was offered to me at the Easts Leagues Club to take over the lease
at an existing Yum Cha restaurant called the Oriental Jewel. This was December 2016. At the
time I was actually designing my new restaurant and brand called Cocochine and planned to
open Mar 2017. So my focus shifted from the Cocochine projects ear marked for opening in
Aug 2017.”
– http://www.notquitenigella.com/2017/05/23/cha-li-boi-bondi-junction/
(Lorraine Elliot Not Quite Nigella)
“Absorbing reasonable criticism for business improvement and rebuffing the nutters is a
management task.”
– Nahji Chu http://www.yenmag.net/misschu-interview/ (14th October 2014)

“ A young entrepreneur needs to consider whether they want children, a more mature woman
probably already has this issue sorted.”

– Nahji Chu http://www.yenmag.net/misschu-interview/ (14th October 2014)

“Miss Chu’s dead; she was my ego and she let me down,” Nahji Chu says of her eponymous
Vietnamese rice paper roll tuckshops, which went into voluntary administration in late 2014.
– http://www.goodfood.com.au/eat-out/just-open/cha-li-boi-nahji-chus-glutenfree-friendlyyum-cha-hall-opens-in-bondi-junction-20170428-gvuun2 (Sharnee Rawson, 1st May 2017)
“In collaboration with Chui Lee Luk, Nahji has designed certified gluten free skins and
dumplings featuring native ingredients including karkalla – a native succulent, and includes
other ingredients such as saltwort and warrigal greens.”
– http://www.gourmantic.com/2017/05/02/cha-li-boi-bondi-junction/
(Corinne Mossati, 2nd May 2017, ‘Cha Li Boi Opens in Bondi Junction’)
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Business Case Study

Applying the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy
to extend students
Note to teachers:
This learning activity is designed to help students consolidate and integrate Nahji Chu and her
business ventures including Cha Li Boi.
The handout titled “Different Perspectives” allows students to make connections to some of the critical
business issues in business success and failure within the Preliminary Business Studies course:
critical issues in business success and failure
•

importance of a business plan

•

management – staffing and teams

•

trend analysis

•

identifying and sustaining competitive advantage

•

avoiding over-extension of finance and other resources

•

using technology

•

economic conditions
(From Stage 6 Business Studies Syllabus, page 18, updated version August 2013)

Level

Learning activities

Remember

Make a timeline of the key events of Nahji Chu’s business experiences from Miss Chu to
the present.

Understand

“Businesses do not plan to fail, they fail to plan.”
What does this mean?

Apply

How applicable is this statement to some of the businesses that you have studied?

Analyse

Which of Nahji Chu’s businesses had the most competitive advantage? Why? Support
your view with examples.

Evaluate

“Instead of asking ‘what’s the problem?’ ask ‘what’s the creative opportunity?’”
– Depak Chopra
Assess the impact of influences in the business environment on the success and failure
of small medium enterprises.

Create

Write a response to “Anonymous dined on Sat, 13 May 2017” posting
(Different Perspectives handout).
1. Write a memo for internal staff in addressing the issue raised by this posting.
Consider what steps internal stakeholders can implement in their role to ensure more
positive feedback in the future.
2. Create a training package on responding to customer feedback. Enact a scene where
a customer is unsatisfied with the business and do a role play demonstrating evidence
of the effectiveness of your training package.
3. Write a proposal for a Year 12 Formal to be held at Cha Li Boi. Consider the audience
you have to convince. What will they need and want to know?
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Business Case Study
Want some more?
Use this template to assess Cha Li Boi’s current situation. Date of situational analysis:
Internal

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

External

Make recommendations to address some of the identified points in the SWOT analysis.
1

2
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Developing deep, authentic learning
experiences in Economics (Presented
at 2017 EBE NSW Annual Conference)
Matt Robertson, Knox Grammar School

DEVELOPING DEEP, AUTHENTIC LEARNING EXPERIENCES
IN ECONOMICS
Presenter: Matt Robertson
Knox Grammar School

DEVELOPING DEEP, AUTHENTIC LEARNING EXPERIENCES
IN ECONOMICS
Phases in the economy
Effects of the global economy – using charts
Creating effective summaries
Using data to inform teaching
Developing relationships in the course
The Global Economy – core questions
Thoughts on course structure
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Economics

I guess it depends! WHEN are you referring to?
Balance of Payments………
M
BOOM
MARK I
‘02

GFC
OCT
‘08

Terms of trade rising fast
High demand for commodities
driven by Chinese growth
Despite doubling of X revenue
trade deficits of -14 to -24b
Mainly due to the investment in
mines & purchase of capital
equipment + strong growth in Oz
(3.75% average)
AUD appreciates due to demand
for X
NFD increases by $240b during
this period

TRANSITION
ECONOMY
2012…

M BOOM
MARK II
‘10

Surpluses on the
Financial a/c halves
as borrowing slows
Terms of trade
declines
AUD falls from 91 to
63c
This improves the
BOGS from deficit of
24b to surplus of 6b

Terms of trade
increases rapidly to
be 85% above
average in 2012
Iron ore especially
high prices
BOGS surplus of 21b
AUD up to $1.10
Mining investment
peaks at 7.5% GDP
Fin a/c surplus up to
48b

2017

Focus: economy moves from a reliance on
mining investment to service based growth
Terms of trade falls although has recovered a
little recently
Falling demand for commodities leads to below
ave growth in Australia
AUD depreciates to .69c in Jan 16 before
Rudd/Gillard
hovering at 75c
NFL have fallen as Aust has a positive net
foreign equity
Recent surplus in BOGS (Dec 2016) related to
rises in commodity prices

I guess it depends! WHEN are you referring to?
Economic Policies…..
M
BOOM
MARK I
‘02

Fiscal

GFC
OCT
‘08

Surpluses – 2007/8: $19b
Contractionary
Middle class welfare spending
Public debt to zero early 2008

Monetary

Tightened from 4% to 7.25%
Contractionary in nature
Inflation rose to 5% early 2008
Supported fiscal – same direction

M
BOOM
MARK I
‘10

TRANSITION
ECONOMY
2012…

Deficits – 2008/9: -$27b
Expansionary
Go early go households
Poor administration

Deficits continue
Contractionary

Aggressive loosening
Expansionary
Dropped to 3% in 6 mths
Fiscal heavy lifting

Mild tightening
Contractionary
Increased to 4.75%

2017

Deficits continue to support transition
Mixture of expansionary/contractionary
Forecasts never met – focus on surplus
Resource allocation – current budget?

Rudd/Gillard
Loosening to support transition
Currently at record lows of 1.5%
Focus on growth, inflation not a concern

Effectiveness, Counterpoints, Current settings
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Economics

I guess it depends! WHEN are you referring to?
Economic Issues
M
BOOM
MARK I
‘02

Growth

Strong growth ave: 3.75% in this period
Driven by China demand for minerals
Investment a key driver

Inflation

Inflation rising during this period
Peaked at 5% early 2008

GFC
OCT
‘08

M
BOOM
MARK I
‘10

Growth fell to 1%
One negative quarter
Investment slowed

Fell to 1.25% in 2009
In spite of low rates &
Expansionary fiscal
stance

TRANSITION
ECONOMY
2012…

Growth rose to 4.5% in ‘12
Investment driven
Large rise in terms of trade

Largely within target range
Peaked at 3.5% late 2011

2017

Growth below trend 2-3% for most of this time
Currently at 1.7%
Investment a drag, reliance on C + X

Rudd/Gillard
Below target range since 2015
RBA more worried about deflation
Driven by low wage growth and competitive
markets

Effectiveness, Counterpoints, Current settings

Effects of the global economy
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Economics

Effects of the global economy

Simplifying – helping summarise
Environmental Policy

Policy Name

Effectiveness

Proof - Stats/Quotes

Regulations

Market Based Polices

Targets

International Agreements

Fiscal Policy

Main Aim

Key Actions

Effectiveness

Proof - Stats/Quotes

Transition Period 2013…

MIC Boom II ’10 – ‘12

GFC ’08 – ‘09

Pre GFC ’04 – ‘08
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Economics

Simplifying – helping summarise
Monetary Policy

Main Aim

Key Actions

Effectiveness

Proof - Stats/Quotes

Main Aim

Key Actions

Effectiveness

Proof - Stats/Quotes

Transition Period 2013…

Pre GFC ’04 – ‘08

Microeconomic Policy
Transition Period 2013…

MIC Boom II ’10 – ‘12

GFC ’08 – ‘09

Pre GFC ’04 – ‘08

Using student data to drive teaching & outcomes
Eco G
Year/Question school %
2015 16
65
2015 18
56
2014 3
96
2014 8
66
2014 18
41
2013 14
53
2013 15
88
2013 22
a. .9
2012 19
82
2012 20
75
2011 4
84
2011 5
92
2011 12
87
2011 13
51
2010 1
91
2010 12
59
2010 14
86
2010 18
97

state %
71
35
83
65
38
41
62
0.72
67
76
75
69
56
44
91
38
57
71

Y11 M/C

Formative Assessment
Intervention

Yr 12 AT1
Yr 11
M/C
Difference Short A

Y12 AT1
Short A

Difference

18
18
16
18
19
16
18
16
19
17
14
16
18
18
20

18

0

29

29

0

16

-2

29

26

-3

16

0

20

28

8

18

0

23

28

5

16

-3

22

25

3

20

4

24

26

2

16

-2

20

23

3

18

2

23

24

1

14

-5

19.5

19

-0.5

18

1

22

26

4

16

2

13.5

15

1.5

14

-2

10

20

10

16

-2

22.5

25

2.5

20

2

25.5

26

0.5

20

0

29

22

-7

17.4

17.07

-0.33

22.13

24.13

2
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Economics

Using student data to drive teaching & outcomes
Measuring effect size across classes
Y11 AT4 s3 Y12 AT1 s3

Y11 AT4 s3 Y12 AT1 s3

Difference

16
11
12
11
14
12
12
9
7
14
8
13
5

17
12
15
14
13
15
14
18
14
14
12
12
5

11.08

13.46

3.09

3.13

1
1
3
3
-1
3
2
9
7
0
4
-1
0 effect size
2.38

0.77
3.11

Difference

14
15
13
14
16
14
15
15
13
14
10
5
17
17
14

14
14
17
19
14
16
17
14
14
16
12
12
13
19
14

13.73
2.96

15.00
2.24

0
-1
4
5
-2
2
2
-1
1
2
2
7
-4
2
0 Effect Size
1.27

0.49
2.60

6

7

1

14

13

-1

14

14

0

15

13

-2

13

11

-2

11

12

1

16

14

-2

11

12

1

12

12

0

13

14

1

10

13

3

14

13

-1

7

7

12

11.92

2.97

2.36

0 Effect size
-0.08

-0.03
2.67

Effect size
Mean 2 – Mean 1
Average of 2 standard deviations

Environmental Policy and Sustainability

Metacognition – the big picture

Policy Responses

The issues to manage
with policy

Environment

Preservation of
natural environments

Convention to
combat
desertification

Fuel Quality
Standards Act

Air Pollution
Climate Change

Montreal
Protocol ‘89

Why does it matter?

Carbon tax 2012

Private costs
Pollution
Marine/Land

Market Failure

Environmental
Offences and
Penalties Act
1989 NSW

Externalities

Marine Pollution
Bill NSW 2011

Social costs

Primary
Goods

Economic
Growth

Manufactured goods

28

Private goods
Public goods
Free riders

Environment

Resource Depletion

Stern Report ‘06
Kyoto 2008
Renewable Energy
target
UNFCCC 2009

Environment
Protection &
Biodiversity Act
Tasmanian
Forest Act
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Teaching relationships and impacts
The AUD

Current state/explanation

Area of EG affected

Terms of trade
ECONOMIC
GROWTH

Monetary Policy
Fiscal Policy
Micro
Policy/efficiency
The CAD

Students work in pairs
Follow the thought through
Ask students to explain
relationships (AUD/MP)

Other factors (Ue, FTA’s)

The Global Economy – redesigned using guiding questions
What is the global economy?

How can we measure the global
economy?
• GWP
• International & regional business
cycles
What are the drivers of the global
economy?
• Technology, transport &
communication
• Financial flows (deregulation)
• Trade (FTA’s)
• TNC’s

What are the indicators of
globalisation in the global economy?
• Trade volumes
• Financial flows (FDI/portfolio)
• Global division of labour and
migration
• The number of TNC’s

What governance structures exist in
the global economy?
• Trade - WTO
• Development – UN, WB, G20, G8
• Financial Stability – IMF, G20, G8
• Assess their impact

Why do we need structure in the
global economy? OR what differences
exist in the global economy?
• Types of economy (adv, emerging,
developing)
• Income and wealth
• Growth and development
Why do differences exist?
• Global and domestic factors
(financial/trade flows, FTA’s,
protection)

How can economies achieve internal
objectives in a global economy?
• Free Trade
OR
Protection
Reasons for each
Methods of each
Examples of each
Benefits and costs of each
Evaluating the global economy?
• Effects of globalisation (eco growth
and quality of life, unemployment,
inflation, external stability)
• Consequences of inequality
• Environmental sustainability
• What development strategies have
been successful?
Case Study
• Influences of globalisation
• Strategies for growth/development
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Economics

Thoughts on Course Structure & Teaching
Traditional Syllabus Design

Alternate Design 1

Alternate Design 2

The global economy

Australia’s Place in the Global
Economy

Economic Issues

Australia’s Place in the Global
Economy

The global economy

Economic Issues

Economic Policies and
Management

Economic Policies and
Management

Economic Issues

Economic Policies and
Management
The global economy

Australia’s Place in the Global
Economy

Teaching Approaches?
• They don’t know what they know until they have to write it down!
• Pairs and groups (whiteboarding, sharing, testing) Think pair share, square….
• Acronyms and visuals – repeated throughout the course
• Use Year 11 to extend the students and delve more deeply into Year 12 content
• Inquiry based learning (or a version of it) can work as the students have been exposed to a lot of content & they can build on
this and construct learning in Year 12. See attachment re; labour markets.

ATTENTION: Teachers of Economics
22018

EBE NSW
Economics Update
Conference
DATE
Friday 24th August 2018
Time: 8.30am-3.30pm

VENUE

This course has been designed specifically:
•
•

CPA Australia,
3/111 Harrington Street,
Sydney, NSW 2000

for beginning teachers and experienced
teachers who are teaching Economics
to provide Economics teachers with up to
date information and statistics. Each
session has been specifically linked to
syllabus content.

COST
$200 EBE NSW Member
$290 Non member
$95 EBE NSW Concessional Member

REGISTRATION
Visit the EBE NSW website for
registration details
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A student from Quilpie in South
West Queensland wins National
1st in the ASX Schools Sharemarket
Game (Game 2, 2017)
Amanda Mior
ASX Schools Sharemarket Game Co-ordinator

It was a great Game…with a fairly volatile
market at the start and a big move up toward
the end, which gave the top students very high
portfolio values for this Game.
Game 2, 2017 wrapped up late October with
32,350 students registered and 15,800 active
syndicates playing.
Over the Game period:
• The All Ordinaries was up 2.5%
• The top stocks were GXY - Galaxy Resources
up 92.2% and A2M - A2 Milk up 64.6%
• The worst performing stocks were SKT - Sky
Network down 21.5% and CAB - Cabcharge
down 21.1%
It was a good effort by all syndicates with 74%
finishing in profit and the average portfolio
value being $51,870.
The national 1st place winner was Savannah
Heinemann, a year 9 student at Quilpie State
College, QLD. Savanna won with an impressive
lead of $2,726, finishing with a portfolio value of
$71,962.
Savannah considered companies she
knew… “As electricity is essential to everyday
life, I invested in an energy company (AGL
Energy Ltd) as I felt like this would be a safe
investment... I also invested in pharmaceuticals
and I chose BKL – Blackmores Limited as they
sell health products such as vitamins.”

Savannah Heinemann

Plus she also looked
at what Australia
exports and made some
investment decisions
around this… “Due to
our country being a big
exporter of minerals I
chose to invest in three
mineral companies:

AWC – Alumina Limited, GXY – Galaxy Resources
Limited and SYR – Syrah Resources Limited.”
It was a close Game for those behind National
1st. Harry Nye from Christ Church Grammar,
WA took out National 2nd place with a portfolio
value of $69,236. And just $194 behind
was Geordie Kordas from Balwyn High School,
VIC, with a portfolio value of $69,042.

From left: Rhonda
Chambers, Steven
Gamu & Malu Matagi

Coming in 4th nationally and only $13 behind
3rd place, were the NSW 1st place winners
from Endeavour Sports High School. Rhonda
Chambers, Steven Gamu and Malu Matagi
finished with a portfolio value of $69,029. To get
started, they looked at company profits…”We
investigated the rises and falls of different
companies – looking at the type of company
and product/profits generated. An example
was Galaxy, which was a Lithium miner. Also A2
Milk – which obtained a good market link with
Australia and China.”
They bought and held for most of the Game,
only selling one stock. They held the two of the
top performing stocks, Galaxy Resources and A2
Milk.
The Schools Sharemarket Game runs twice
a year and gives students the opportunity
to gain a greater understanding of what
the sharemarket is all about. Game 1 2018
will run from 8 March 2018 to 16 May 2018.
Registrations open on 8 February 2018. There
are lesson plans, videos and other resources
available to help get you started. For more
information visit: www.asx.com.au/sharegame
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2017 CPA Australia Plan
Your Own Enterprise
Competition
EBE NSW recognised the Plan Your Own
Enterprise (PYOE) NSW winners at the annual
NSW awards ceremony on 27 September 2017
at the Sydney office of CPA Australia together
with Mr Robert Krzton (Relationship Manager)
and Mr Rupen Malouf (Relationship Manager)
from CPA Australia. At the ceremony, prizes and
certificates were awarded to the NSW student
winners and their schools. Parents were in
attendance to celebrate the success of their
child, as well as teachers. Congratulations to the
following winners and their teachers from NSW:

The Plan Your Own Enterprise Competition
NSW Division 1 winner, Lucy Beer, represented
NSW at the national PYOE awards ceremony
in Melbourne on 10 October 2017 held by
Business Educators Australasia. Lucy was
flown to Melbourne for the national awards
ceremony and joined the division one finalists
from the other states and territories of Australia.
Unfortunately Lucy did not achieve the
national Division 1 (individual) winner. However
reaching the national final is a significant
achievement.

•

The national Division 1 winner was Jessica
Lauc from Merici College (Australian Capital
Territory) for her business plan, “Leadz”.

•

Division 1 (Individual entry)
Lucy Beer from Loreto Normanhurst for her
business plan, “The Japantry” (a copy of this
business plan is included in this edition of
the The EBE Journal)
(Teacher: Mr Anthony Tassone)
Division 2 ( Group entry)
Liam Heng, William Kuang, David Tsai, Leo
Wang from Sydney Boys High School for
their business plan, “ParCar” (a copy of this
business plan is included in this edition of
the The EBE Journal)
(Teacher: Mr Tom Dolan)

The national Divison 2 (group entry) winners
at the national level were Elise Atkins, Jack
Bellinger, Ashley Chamberlin, Jacob Holm and
Connor McLean from Hopetoun P–12 College
– Victoria for their business plan , “MSR-Mallee
Sports and Rec”.
EBE NSW congratulates the 2017 PYOE national
winners.

Thank you to all the students who entered
the competition this year and the teachers
who inspired and encouraged their students
to enter this prestigious competition. Each
student who participated received a Certificate
of Participation signed by Mr Jim Dickson
FCPA, Director CPA Australia and Mr Tony Kuc,
President Business Educators Australasia.
Thank you to the students, their families and
teachers for attending the presentation at the
CPA Sydney Head Office.
Thank you to our EBE NSW Director, Nicholas
Ward, for taking on the role of PYOE NSW
Coordinator once again this year and for all his
time and effort in ensuring the competition in
NSW was a success.
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2017 PYOE Competition National Finalists (Rear L-R: Sam
Pegler QLD, Harman Singh WA, Lotfullah Yousefi SA, Sean
Cruz TAS, Isabella Di Toro NT, Jessica Lauc ACT, Lucy Beer
NSW. Front L-R: Tony Kuc, President BEA, Maybel Gardner VIC,
Jon Aloni, General Manager – Victoria, CPA Australia)

Congratulations to all the winners this year.
Be sure to incorporate the PYOE competition
into your Commerce and/or Business Studies
teaching and learning program in 2018.
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PYOE Competition 2017

2017 PYOE Competition NSW Divison 1 Winner, Lucy Beer (centre) with her teacher Anthony Tassone (left) and EBE NSW President,
Joe Alvaro (right) at the 2017 NSW Awards Ceremony

2017 PYOE NSW Competition Finalists
Division One
Student: Bianca Bader
Business Plan: Uniquify Me
School: Meriden School
Teacher: Sharna Kershaw
Student: Lucy Beer
Business Plan: The Japantry
School: Loreto Normanhurst
Teacher: Anthony Tassone
Student: Marcus
Borcuz
Business Plan: Recovry
School: Sydney Boys High School
Teacher: Tom Dolan
Student: Naisha Chauhan
Business Plan: Patiently Care
School: Gymea Technology High School
Teacher: Thuy Le
Student: Gabriel Katzeff
Business Plan: Smart Chair
School: Masada College
Teacher: Robyn Grana

Student: Amy Pham
Business Plan: Allerfriendly
School: Fort Street High School
Teacher: Caroline Jerrems
Student: Crystal Pham
Business Plan: In The Hype
School: Fort Street High School
Teacher: Caroline Jerrems
Student: Katrina Pincaro
Business Plan: From Head To Toe
School: Hurlstone Agricultural High School
Teacher: Elizabeth Johnson
Student: Caitlin Rigby
Business Plan: Real Deal Conveyancing
School: Killarney Heights High School
Teacher: Emma Higgs
Student: Max Tosello
Business Plan: Green Vogue
School: Fort Street High School
Teacher: Caroline Jerrems
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PYOE Competition 2017

2017 PYOE NSW Finalists at the 2017 NSW Awards Ceremony

Division Two
Business Plan: Passionne Digital
Students: Dawei Wu, Oliver Xu
School: Sydney Boys High School
Teacher: Mr Tom Dolan
Business Plan:CVerify
Students: Kevin Liao , Brian Pham ,
Simon Tang ,
Daniel Zilberman, Derek Liu
School: Sydney Boys High School
Teacher: Mr Tom Dolan

Business Plan: Parfait Styling
Students: Andrew Huynh, Stephen Knight,
Wendy Ly
School: Regents Park Christian School
Teacher: Michael Hammonds
Business Plan: Telecode
Students: Lachlan Narker, Jack Seabrooke
School: Shore
Teacher: Ben Ronald

Business Plan: ParCar
Students: Liam Heng, William Kuang, Leo
Wang, David Tsai
School: Sydney Boys High School
Teacher: Tom Dolan

EBE NSW Director & 2017 PYOE NSW
Coordinator,
Nicholas Ward, at the 2017 PYOE
NSW Awards Ceremony

From left to right: Teacher of 2017 PYOE NSW Division 2 winners, Mr Tom Dolan with 2017 PYOE NSW
Division 2 winners David Tsai, William Kuang, Leo Wang, Liam Heng and EBE NSW President Joe Alvaro
at the 2017 NSW PYOE Awards Ceremony
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PYOE Competition 2017 – Winning NSW Division 2 entry

Business Plan
Produced By: Liam Heng, William Kuang
Leo Wang, David Tsai
Teacher: Mr T. Dolan
Class: 10CommerceZ1
August 2017
FY 2018 to FY 2019
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PYOE Competition 2017 – Winning NSW Division 2 entry

05 Executive Summary
06 THE BUSINESS
06 Business Name and Logo
06 Prime Function
06 Location
07 Vision Statement

Contents

07 Mission Statement
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07 Legal Structure and
Organization
08 Staffing Qualifications and
Training
08 Staffing Requirements
09 Licensing and Legal
Requirements
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PYOE Competition 2017 – Winning NSW Division 2 entry

15 Sales Forecast
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ParCar
Executive Summary
ParCar’s goal is to provide an integrated system between the physical infrastructure of carparks &
gas/wash stations with drivers. This will be achieved by installing special ANPR license plate
sensors inside the carparks or stations. Every driver will have their own personalised account,
which will link to their license plate, mobile phone, and a payment form. This will reduce the need
for physical tickets, and will allow drivers to skip the queue in gas stations.
This business will be run as a partnership with three partners. There will be an owner, who will
manage general administration. The other two partners are software developers, who will help
develop the apps and website required.
ParCar envisions to provide a more convenient solution to drivers, and will provide its core
features to all users. The company will also aim to provide its employees with a job that is both
financially and personally rewarding. Once ParCar firmly establishes itself into the local Sydney
market, it will consider expanding to other major capital cities.
ParCar’s projections forecast that the company will earn $120,000 by the first year, which will be
enough to break even. Extrapolation of these projections and forecasts mean that the company
expects to make $200,000 in profit. ParCar is projected to have steady income starting from the
2nd year onwards, and once it reaches maturity, will have the ability to diversify its services to
include more features.

Page 5
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The Business
The Business Name and Logo
Name: ParCar
The name was conceived as a portmanteau between Park and Car, with the combination of the ‘k’
and ‘C’. The choice of these words is due to the fundamental function of the app- to reduce the
hassle of parking through the integration of software and hardware. This name conveys the core
function of the business to the consumers, whilst being a simple name to remember.

Logo: (Appendix 1)
The primary purpose of the app is to provide a more intuitive and easy way for both drivers to
park and for companies to manage carparks, as reflected in the brand logo which is in essence a
car with the P & C of the company name acting as the wheels of this car. This simple logo is one
that carries the company’s purpose and brand to the consumer.

Prime Function
ParCar will provide an alternative to parking tickets for drivers, and will help companies manage
their carparks. Users will have personalised accounts, with this being linked to their phone, license
plate, and a form of payment, eliminating the need for tickets. This will be achieved through
integrating carparks with license plate sensors at entrance and exits. Additional features will be
added for subscribing users, such as optional notifications notifying drivers when their time is
nearly up, and trends and statistics about peak hours and best value carparks.
ParCar will have additional features, such as sensor integration in gas stations and automatic car
washes, enabling drivers to simply turn up, and leave once complete.
This app will be able to collect anonymised data about peak hours for carparks, as well as showing
the optimal pricing strategies which attract the most drivers. This information can be provided to
management companies, ensuring they reach maximum capacity. Therefore, ParCar can be
positioned as an essential solution for both the drivers and management.

Location
The website and app will all be hosted through external servers (APPENDIX II). License plate
sensors will be distributed across the country, with an initial rollout in Sydney metropolitan
carparks, before expanding to other Australian capital cities. These sensors will be manufactured
by external sub-contractors, so there is no requirement for a physical warehouse or factory.
Employees will work from home, which negates the need for a physical office. Coordination
between employees will be carried out through online communication methods (Skype for
Business).
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The Business
Vision Statement
ParCar envisions to provide drivers with a convenient and simple solution from the hassles of carpark tickets, refueling or when going to carwashes. ParCar strives to provide its services to all
consumers, so that even users on free versions can use all the essential core features.
As for its employees, ParCar aims to provide a job that is both financially and personally
rewarding. Employees will be able to earn money whilst supporting a company that will improve
the lives of countless people in a small, yet meaningful way. Since ParCar’s goal is to achieve
maximum market penetration, and not to maximise profits, the business can afford to pay
employees generously and have fairer prices for its users.
ParCar also aims to be environmentally conscious by removing the need for physical parking
tickets.

Mission Statement
ParCar’s mission is to offer a more convenient parking app for drivers, eliminating the need for
paper tickets. In addition, ParCar aim to become an all-in-one app for the needs of drivers;
integrating car wash and gas stations into the business’ portfolio of services. ParCar aims to
provide these services whilst upholding its vision, ultimately progressing towards profitability and
maximum market saturation.

Legal Structure and Organisation
This business will be run as a partnership, as this structure is most ideal for ParCar.

The benefits of this over ‘sole trader’ is:
•

Responsibility, management, and liability is shared amongst multiple owners

•

Tax is calculated on income after it has been distributed to partners, and not on total net
income. This means lower taxes when compared with an identical ‘sole trader’ with one
owner

The benefits of this over a company is:
•

Partnerships do not pay the corporate flat rate tax, and thus have lower taxation

•

In a partnership, the owners control all aspects of the company, unlike a company, where
operations are controlled by directors but owned by shareholders

•

There is less paperwork than a company, and therefore is less complex to run

By the second year, the company expects to have a net profit of approximately $200,000. Since
ParCar will be set up as a partnership with three owners, every owner will pay tax on their income
through their divvied portion of the company income, unlike a sole trader or company, which pays
taxes on the $200,000.
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The Business
Staffing Qualifications and Training
OWNER/MANAGING

•

Masters in Commerce (Honours) from any major
university

DIRECTOR

SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS

CORPORATE SALES

•

4+ Years accumulated experience managing companies

•

Bachelors in Computer Science from any major university

•

Skilled knowledge of Swift, Java & JavaScript

•

Bachelor of Advertising and Public Relations from any
major university

•

2+ Years accumulated sales experience, with an
emphasis on corporate sales

ADVERTISING &

•

MARKETING

Bachelor of Advertising and Public Relations from any
major university

•

2+ Years accumulated sales experience, with an
emphasis on public relations

The owner, corporate sales & advertising/marketing employees will need preliminary training by
the software developers to learn how the software and systems would work. That way, they can
appropriately carry out their task whilst having a comprehensive knowledge of how the ParCar
solutions work.

Staffing Requirements
During the initial development, ParCar will only have three staff members; the partners. Since
ParCar is aiming to break even by the first year, to reduce initial costs, the three managing
partners will not receive wages in the first year. Instead, they will receive appropriate portions of
any net income earned in the first year. From the second year on, once the company builds up a
user base and signs more contracts, they will receive wages, as well as parts of company profits.
Once initial development has been completed, ParCar will hire a dedicated corporate sales
employee, as well as an advertising and marketing employee, that will raise awareness and
goodwill for the brand. As the business expands and breaks even, extra software developers, IT
technicians, and management & customer service employees will be hired.

The initial staff of the company, their responsibilities and working hours are as follows on the next
page.
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The Business
Staffing Requirements
POSITION

No. HRS/ RESPONSIBILITIES
WK

OWNER (Partner)

Software

1

2

40

40

Developer/IT
Technician

Recruiting new employees

•
•

Building up a network with subcontractors

•

Producing Sales & Marketing goals

•
•

Development of website that hosts ParCar’s user data

•

Software linking carpark sensors to ParCar’s online services, to provide

Management, administration, and future direction of the business
Coordination between contractors and software developers

An Android and iOS app
seamless integration between users and carparks

(Partner)
Corporate Sales

•
•

1

35

•

General management and administration of servers

•

Communicating and networking with corporate managements of car
carks, gas stations, and car washes

Advertising and

1

35

Marketing

•

Signing up contracts regarding ParCar’s parking solutions

•

Coordinating between corporate management and Parcar administration

•

Coordinating social outreach campaigns to inform and raise awareness for
the company publicly

•

Producing appropriate advertisements and campaigns to reach the sales
& marketing goals dictated by management

•

Brainstorming and giving suggestions to team members about ways to
improve customer satisfaction and goodwill of the company

Licensing and Legal Requirements
As a partnership, there are some legal requirements. These are:
•

A Tax File Number

•

An ABN

•

Register the business name

•

Registering as a PAYG withholder

•

Paying employees superannuation contributions

Access to the government’s list of car plates that are unregistered, stolen, suspended, and
‘persons of interest’ require:
•

Authorisation and special approval from the police and states’ Department of Justice

ParCar must also abide by the National Employment Standards, and provide fair working hours
and reasonable wages to its employees.
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The Market
Market Objectives
The marketing objectives of ParCar are to:
•

Achieve the company’s vision and mission statement

•

Connect with major industry players managing carpark, gas and wash stations. This is so
ParCar can build up a large corporate clientele

•

Raise awareness for the brand, and build a significant user base

ParCar’s objective is to roll out to three carparks and five other gas stations within the first year,
and expect 15 000 users by the end of the FY2018-2019. By the second year, the company’s
solutions will expand in market reach, encompassing a total of seven carparks and fifteen gas
stations. ParCar expects a healthy sustaining income by the second year of operations.

Target Market
Whilst ParCar is in its initial release, it will not attract the average driver, but rather, will attract
people with personality characteristics and lifestyles which align with the company’s vision. This is a
user who actively promotes the simplification and automation of their lives, and one who has the
means to do so. Hence, ParCar’s initial start up market will be to the younger demographic in the
middle to upper socioeconomic groups.
Once rollout has begun in metropolitan Sydney, and more carparks, gas stations, and car washes
are integrated into the software and hardware solutions, it is expected that the mass market will
slowly adopt and use ParCar’s software solutions. There is massive potential, as data from the ABS
indicates that over 80% of Australians under 50 own at least one car.

The 4 P’s
Price
ParCar’s free app for drivers will provide them with the ability to sign up for an account, and use
all the core features of the app. A few non-intrusive advertisements will be placed in the free
version.
However, there will be paid subscription tiers, that provide additional features. Users will enjoy a
one month free trial of the highest tier, to allow for an experience of the additional features
provided, and judge the benefits of subscribing.
•

$6/Month: Unlocks gas stations and car wash features

•

$6.50/Month: Includes lower tier. Removes advertising

•

$7/Month: Includes lower tiers. Allows notifications when parking time is nearly reached,
and provides statistics obtained to inform about the availability of carparks and optimal
times to park
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The Market
The 4 P’s
Price

This staggered price point will mean that when users choose to subscribe to the software, they will
most likely choose the highest tier, instead of the lower tier, due to its higher feature/price ratio.
The business based this price on a report by AppsFlyer “State of In-App Spending”. (APPENDIX II).
As for the corporate side, carparks, gas and car wash stations will receive a free three month trial,
barring the hardware and installation costs of $1500/Camera. After the trial, companies can
subscribe for 3 year contracts at a time. ($30k/3 Years per carpark, $15k/3 Years per gas
station/wash station). ParCar will provide them with stats and anonymous user data to learn about
the peak hours of their carparks.

Product
ParCar’s software and hardware solutions will have several stages in order to reach maximum
potential. It must show visible benefits over conventional ways of parking and paying for gas,
whilst be reliable enough to keep a loyal and expanding customer base.
•

Negotiating with major gas station chains (e.g. Caltex, Coles) & major carpark management
entities (e.g. Wilson, Westfield)

By reaching the major companies with plenty of locations, ParCar can provide demonstrations at
select locations to showcase the advantages of its services to drivers, so that larger contracts may
be signed.
•

Securing contracts with Geovision for their GV-LPR1200 cameras

By securing contracts, ParCar can ensure a steady stream of cameras, so that installation for new
customers can occur as soon as possible, allowing for the most competitive and advantageous
prices for the cameras.

Place
There will be no physical offices. More information can be found in the “Location” subheading in
“The Business”.

Promotion
Promotional tactics include:
•

Advertising on boomgate banners

SEE APPENDIX IV. Advertisement banners will be hanged on boom gate arms
•

Providing a free week of subscription tier benefits when users share the app on a social
media platform

•

times to park
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The Market
The 4 P’s

Promotion
This is a form of word-of-mouth advertising
•

Advertisements within the App Store and Play Store

•

Billboards at carparks, gas stations and shopping centres

•

ParCar will cooperate with businesses to promote the business. This includes:
o

Carpark, petrol, and car-wash management entities

o

Driving services (e.g. Uber) & Car rental services (e.g. GoGet)

o

Car manufacturers (To integrate solutions into new cars)

•

ParCar will work with government to identify car plates that are of ‘special interest’

•

Brochures at carparks, gas stations, car washes, and major shopping centres.

Competition
Direct Competition
ParCar has no direct competitors providing the same software and hardware solutions.
Indirect Competition
Many car parks have integrated sensor-ticket systems that are unique for each venue. (SEE
APPENDIX II) However, ParCar provides an unparalleled solution that beats these systems in all
aspects, providing a better product for both drivers and management. ParCar’s advantages:
•

Personalised user accounts in the cloud mean that drivers will have one account that works
for all car parks in all locations

•

No competition has payment integration that is as developed as ParCar’s

•

Integrated user statistics means businesses can view statistics and peak times in their
carpark
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The Market
SWOT Analysis
Strengths:
1) It is in an untapped market with an

Weaknesses:
1. The lack of customer support employees in

original idea, which means the company

the initial run may lead to poor user

can expand without any competition

experience, which will damage company

2) Multiple steady streams of revenue
3) Heavy online presence means
expansion is not limited by geographic
restrictions or shipping costs
4) Company can easily diversify into other
services due to its online presence
5) It can undercut other automatic parking
solutions, as it has a more integrated
and diverse solution

reputation
2. Owner may not reach optimal productivity
and efficiency for all tasks due to plentiful
responsibilities
3. The partnership structure means that there
is the risk of conflict and fallout between
partners
4. Dependence on contractors means there is
the risk of higher expenses

6) Simple and clear purpose means the
company can focus on its main services
Opportunities:
1. Newer generation is more
technologically savvy and willing to
digitise aspects of their lives
2. Higher car ownership means a larger
potential user base
3. Mass infrastructure boom means that
there will be a steady stream of
locations to expand to
4. More technologically advanced vehicles

Threats:
1. Drivers may be resistant to change
2. Carparks may decide to keep their current
time-tested solution
3. High expenses in the first year means the
company can easily run into debt
4. Online infrastructure can be hacked, which
would lead to critical data leaks
5. Companies that have already established
automatic parking solutions will be

means ParCar can directly integrate its

unwilling to change their physical

software into newer cars

infrastructure for ParCar’s solutions

5. A more environmentally conscious
public means that ParCar’s alternative to
physical tickets will be positively
received by public
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The Finance
Financial Objectives
ParCar’s financial objectives are:
•

To break-even in the first year

•

To aim for a debt-free startup with the $40,000 capital

•

Having a constant steady income by the 2nd year of operations

•

Ensure a positive cash flow as much as possible

After the initial set-up and three month trial for carpark and gas/wash stations, ParCar aims to sign
three year contracts in as many locations as possible. The owners will cover start-up costs with the
starting owner’s equity of $40000. Remaining funds will be placed in the bank to cover costs in the
initial startup year, where in some months, expenses are larger than the income earned.

Setup and Startup Costs
As a partnership, ParCar will minimise taxes and startup costs. As the company is predominantly
online-based, start-up costs will be relatively low. Use of online communication as well as allowing
employees to work from home will disregard the need for physical premises. Sensors will be
manufactured and held until needed by external subcontractors, meaning ParCar will not have any
expenses in regards to manufacturing.
Item or Service

Cost ($)

Website Designer*

750

Brochures

200

Business Cards (For management, subcontractors)

150

TOTAL

1100

*The purpose of the website designer is to make the website more visually appealing and simple

to use. The actual website is made by the software developers. This cost is not included, as the
software developers are partners which will not have any wages for the first year.

Expense Budget
ParCar has high fixed costs. It is projected that the company will earn enough income to have a
net positive, and will reach profitability by the 2nd year.
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The Finance
Expense Budget
Fixed Costs
Item or Service

Cost per month ($)

Cost per year ($)

Wages

5250

63000

Advertising

1250

15000

Server Hosting

40

480

Business Registration

Nil

30

Insurance

100

1200

Superannuation

498.75

5985

Domain Name Registration

Nil

100

App Registration

Nil

200

30% App Earnings Charges

2790

33480

Discounts Allowed

333.33

4000

TOTAL

10289.58

123475

The variable costs are for the cost of camera and installation. Every carpark requires 6 cameras,
every gas station requires 4 cameras, and every wash station requires 1 camera. We charge
$1500/camera, which means a $700 profit is made per camera.

Variable Costs
Item or Service Cost per each ($) Quantity Cost per Year ($)
Camera

600

38

22800

Installation

200

38

7600

Sales Forecast
See Appendix VIII

Cash Flow Data
See Appendix VIII
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The Finance
Future Prospects
ParCar aims to become the dominant player in the vehicle services industry. Considering that
positive cash flow is expected in less than 2 years, ParCar is well placed to expand. Once it reaches
its growth stage, the business will look to reach market saturation in Sydney’s fuel station network,
as well as laying its software and hardware solutions to major carparks.
Once ParCar firmly establishes itself into the local market, it will consider expanding to other major
capital cities in Australia, where the population density allows for commercially viable growth. This
expansion is expected to be self-funding, and will be its core focus once expansion in Sydney has
reached its maximum potential.
Since ParCar has no competitors, and is a software focused company, its expansion is not
restricted geographically, meaning that the business has the ability to expand internationally.
ParCar has the ability to diversify its services to include outdoor street parking, as well as
integration with smart cars to diversify ParCar into an ‘all-in-one’ car app. However, these features
require more capital and development than is currently commercially viable, which is why the
company will retain its core business model of integrating plate sensors into carparks, gas stations,
and wash stations.
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Appendices
Appendix I: Business Logo and App
Figure 1: ParCar Logo

Figure 2: ParCar Phone Application Design

Appendix II: Market Research
Market research was all from secondary sources, as primary sources conducted by our company
would not reach a large enough market, and not necessarily be representative of the market as a
whole. There are plenty of large-scale industry-led surveys and research reports that provide a
much better insight into the market than any primary research ParCar would conduct can ever
have.
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Appendices
Appendix II: Market Research
•

BUSINESS WEB HOSTING AUSTRALIA | BUSINESS HOSTING PLANS | DIGITAL PACIFIC
Digitalpacific.com.au. (2017). Business Web Hosting Australia | Business Hosting Plans | Digital Pacific.
[online] Available at: https://www.digitalpacific.com.au/hosting/business-web-hosting/ [Accessed 21 Aug.
2017].

•

NEW REPORT ON GLOBAL IN-APP SPENDING HABITS – APPSFLYER
AppsFlyer. (2017). New Report on Global In-App Spending Habits - AppsFlyer. [online] Available at:
https://www.appsflyer.com/pr/new-report-global-app-spending-habits-finds-asian-consumers-spend40-apps-rest-world/ [Accessed 21 Aug. 2017].

•

AMAZON WEB SERVICES (AWS) - CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICES
Amazon Web Services, Inc. (2017). Amazon Web Services (AWS) - Cloud Computing Services. [online]
Available at: https://aws.amazon.com [Accessed 20 Aug. 2017].

•

WILSON PARKING - MANAGEMENT
WILSON PARKING - MANAGEMENT, (2017). [online] Available at:
https://www.wilsonparking.com.au/management [Accessed 23 Aug. 2017].

•

TICKETLESS PARKING | PARKING AT WESTFIELD PENRITH
Westfield.com.au. (2017). Ticketless Parking | Parking at Westfield Penrith. [online] Available at:
https://www.westfield.com.au/penrith/parking1 [Accessed 20 Aug. 2017].

•

ON THE ROAD: AUSTRALIA’S TRANSPORT STATS
Divvyparking.com. (2017). On the Road: Australia's Transport statistics for 2013. [online] Available at:
https://www.divvyparking.com/on-the-road-transport-statistics-for-2013/ [Accessed 21 Aug. 2017].

•

ON THE ROAD: AUSTRALIA’S TRANSPORT STATS
ACAMPMA. (2017). ACAPMA Industry Scan Report PDF. [online] Available at:

http://www.acapma.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/ACA097_ACAPMA_industry_scan_report.pdf
[Accessed 19 Aug. 2017].
•

FUEL RETAILING IN AUSTRALIA MARKET RESEARCH
Ibisworld.com.au. (2017). Fuel Retailing in Australia Market Research | IBISWorld. [online] Available at:
https://www.ibisworld.com.au/industry-trends/market-research-reports/retail-trade/fuel-retailing/fuelretailing.html [Accessed 28 Jul. 2017]002E
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Appendices
Appendix III: Photos
Figure 1: This system has
the camera positioned up,
so that the camera is
ideally placed to scan the
car plate.

Figure 2: How
the multiple
systems in an
ANPR system
work toget

Appendix IV: Promotional Material

Figure 3: ParCar Boomgate design concept
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Appendices
Appendix IV: Promotional Material
This is a very rough draft of what a banner advertisement on the boomgate would look like. Of
course, the final advertisement design would be much more well developed. The point of this
image is to show how and where these advertisements will be implemented into carparks.
As for the promotional material that will appear in the form of online ads, billboards, and
brochures, those will follow the same generic structure that is apparent in Figure 3. This is an
advertisement that indicates the prime function of the app, the company name and logo, as well
as informing users where the product can be downloaded.

Appendix V: Break Even Analysis
Fixed Costs: 123475
Startup Costs: 1100
Variable Costs: $800/each
Trial Loan: $1500/each
Costs After Trial Stage: $97975
With users signing up at a moderate pace, and carparks signing 3 year contracts for $30000 and
fuel/gas stations for $15000 (Contracts to be paid in 2 installments), it is projected ParCar will
break even by November. Breakeven will be achieved one month after the companies sign the
contracts, with income predominantly sourced from contracts with industry. An additional source
of income will be from subscriptions and advertisements from users.
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Appendices
Appendix VI: Revenue Statement
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Appendices
Appendix VII: Balance Sheet

Appendix VIII: Sales Forecast

NOTES:
•

For the first month, ParCar will provide all users with access to the $7/Month tier. These
users are still placed in the free users row, but no revenue is earned from them. These
users are lumped with free users to provide simplicity and ease of reading (Except in the
first month, where trial users are placed in the $7/M row, so it is clear how many beta users
signed up)

•

Carparks, gas/wash stations receive a 3 month free trial

•

Carparks require 6 cameras, gas stations require 4, and wash stations require 1. This will
cost $1500/Camera, helping ParCar to earn $700 profit/camera (Installation cost is not
included in the 3 month free trial)

•

The boost in revenue in January of the 2nd year is due to the 2nd installment payment by
the companies that signed up in the 1st year
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Appendices
Appendix VIII: Sales Forecast
ASSUMPTIONS:
•

About 7% of users will purchase the $6/Month subscription

•

About 2% of users will purchase the $6.50/Month subscription

•

About 1% of users will purchase the $7/Month subscription

•

The average non-subscribing user will use the app two times a month, producing 10 cents in
revenue.

•

ParCar expects that since the first year is a beta trial, some carparks and gas/wash stations will
back out after the 3 month trial. It is expected that ⅔ carparks will continue with us, and ⅘ gas
stations will continue to use our solutions

•

In the 2nd year, as the company matures and ParCar’s market share expands, it expects very
few companies to back out after the 3 month trial

•

There is no increase in camera or installation cost.

Appendix IX: Cash Flow Statement

Appendix X: Word Count
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Executive Summary:

The Japantry is a drive-through sushi restaurant situated on Pennant Hills Road in Thornleigh,
Sydney, Australia. The Japantry sells a range of sushi rolls which are made fresh on the premises
daily. This business will appeal to people with a busy lifestyle to struggle to eat healthy food as a
result and people who travel on Pennant Hills Road who feel like an alternative to the unhealthy fast
food society knows today.
The Japantry competes with fast food companies as well as Japanese food companies however has a
competitive advantage as it combines these two factors appealing to both their target markets and
our own. There is currently no business in this area that fulfils what the Japantry aims to do.
The Japantry has an extensive list of financial, social and personal goals to ensure that employees
are working hard and achieving for the benefit of the consumers. The Japantry has 8 employees
including the owner who work towards achieving these goals and producing high quality sushi to all
customers. The Japantry aims break even in the 11th month of operation and turn over $59,901 at
the end of the first year of operation.

1
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1. Business Overview:
1.1 Business Name:
The business is called ‘The Japantry’ and the slogan is ‘because fast can be fresh’. It’s named the
Japantry because it refers to the freshness of ingredients that can be found in a household pantry,
combined with the Japanese cuisine. The slogan encourages customers to come to our vicinity
because our food is fast and fresh, compared to other fast food companies who sell unhealthy,
processed food. As this business operates under a name other than mine I have registered the
business name ‘The Japantry’ under the Business Names Registration Act 2011 (Cth).
The logo for the business (Appendix A) displays a knife and fork outlined with a pattern to give an
authentic Japanese feel. The background colour is a warm orange colour, scientifically proven to
make people feel hungry. So when consumers see the logo they will be enticed to come in and buy
some sushi. The business name and logo are also clearly displayed.

1.2 Prime Function:
The Japantry is an Australian business that provides high quality, affordable, fresh sushi and amazing
customer service to all consumers. The Japantry is a drive through sushi bar, providing fresh food
and fast! Customers can order, pay and receive great-tasting, fresh sushi made daily by traditional
Japanese chefs in a matter of minutes. A walk through window does not limit customers, as young
people who do not have a driver’s licence will enjoy this service as well!

1.3 Location:
The Japantry is situated on Pennant Hills Road, Thornleigh, Sydney, Australia (Appendix B). This is a
very high traffic area as it lies in between the M1 and the M2 meaning consumers driving past will be
more inclined to drive in to grab a quick snack and continue their journey. The restaurant is also in
close proximity to Thornleigh train station so travellers can quickly stop to grab a fresh bite to eat.
With Thornleigh shopping centre just across the road, busy shoppers can simply cross the overpass
to get some yummy sushi. There are a number of office buildings in the local area as well who will
definitely enjoy sushi in a break.
Although it’s an expensive space to rent it will be worth it and the rent will be easy to pay because of
all the potential customers. Hungry drivers, travellers, shoppers and people who work near buy will
drive in or walk by any time of the day. Renting this space is more realistic and is a safer option than
buying the property as the business is in the establishment phase of the business cycle and has
limited capital.

1.4 Legal Structure:
I am a sole trader. I have chosen this legal structure because it’s the most appropriate for a business
in the establishment phase. This is an unincorporated business meaning I am responsible for all the
decisions made. There is limited capital as there is limited owners’ equity so I will have to take out a
3
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loan. There is unlimited liability so I am personally responsible for all debts incurred and the business
does not have perpetual succession so when I pass away the business will no longer operate.
As a sole trader, all cash inflows will go into a bank account I have set up for the business. I will take
a drawing and pay employees and all other outflows including rent and ingredients out of this
account. The profit can be reinvested back into the business.

1.5 Mission Statement:
The Japantry’s mission is to encourage a healthy lifestyle and healthy eating by serving customers
fresh sushi. We strive to be a business who serve high quality sushi and amazing customer service.
The Japantry values community, positive energy, sustainability and the environment, and most
importantly customers. All employees work towards achieving business goals together. All
employees take pride in their work and work to the benefit of others. Employees will embody the
mission statement and business values at all times and failure to do so may result in termination of
employment.

1.6 Business Goals:
Financial (Short Term)
Financial (Long Term)
Personal (ST)
Personal (LT)
Social (ST)
Social (LT)

Within the next year, we will hire 4 more employees to work at night
so the restaurant can be open for longer and generate more sales.
Within the next 5 years, if we have generated enough sales, we will
expand the restaurant and have an eat in section.
We will ensure all employees are enjoying their work and are gaining
job satisfaction.
We will introduce a customer feedback system so we can focus on
customer experience and improving that as much as possible.
We will promote recycling and provide appropriate bins to all
customers can dispose of their rubbish correctly.
Within the next 5 years will reduce our carbon footprint by only using
biodegradable serviettes and packaging and getting all our energy
from solar panels.

1.7 Staffing:
I will employ three people to work full time. These will include two Japanese chefs and one server. I
will also employ four people to work part time (Saturday and Sunday). These will include two
Japanese chefs and two servers. I will work as a server during the week, and manage administrative
roles such as marketing, finance, operations and human resources.
The chefs will arrive at 5:00 am to make the sushi. The servers will arrive at 7:00 am to open the
restaurant and being to serve. Chefs will leave at 3:00pm as they will have made enough sushi so
that all customers can be served until closing time and will have worked 10 hours. Servers are able
to leave at closing time which is 5:00pm after working 10 hours. These are long shifts so employees
will be given breaks to remain attentive.
For employees to be hired they must submit a resume and have an interview with the owner of the
company.
4
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Staffing prerequisites:
Sushi Chefs:

Servers:

Administration:




Qualifications: must be a certified Japanese chef.
Experience: must have had experience in one Japanese restaurant,
experience in a fast food company as a chef would also be preferred.
 Responsibilities: making sushi to the best of their ability
 Personal characteristics: hard working, self-motivated, energetic.
 Qualification: no qualification necessary.
 Experience: must have experience in one customer service role,
experience in a fast food company would be preferred.
 Responsibilities: efficiently serving customers to the best of their
ability.
 Personal characteristics: hard working, self-motivated, energetic,
approachable, good communication skills.
 Qualification: Degree in business management
 Experience: in a similar role preferably a senior roll, must have an
exceptional understanding in all aspects of a business
 Personal characteristics: hard working, self-motivated, energetic,
approachable, good communication skills, organised, attentive,
resilient.
Marketing
 Responsibilities: identifies target market, completes and analyses
market research, identifies when more marketing needs to be done,
implements new strategies, tracks how successful they have been
Finance:
 Responsibilities: creates cash flow forecasts, statements, sales
budgets, expense budgets, manages inflows and outflows, completes
tax payment.
Human Resources:
 Responsibilities: acquires appropriate employees, trains employees,
maintains and motivates employees, handles separation if necessary.
Operations:
 Responsibilities: overseeing all aspects of the business, promoted
communication between all employees, steps in to fill roles
whenever needed, keeping the business organised.

1.8 Organisational Structure:
As I am the sole trader and the employees only look after customer service, I will be responsible for
the operations, marketing, finance and human resources. All employees will be able to directly talk
to me.

5
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2. Marketing:
2.1 Market Research:
I have outsourced the market research to a company called Colmar Brunton. They took a sample of
200 people in the community around where the Japantry will be located, conducted surveys and
invited people to taste the sushi to accurately identify primary and secondary target markets. The
questions and results can be seen in Appendix C.
From doing this research we found people eat sushi more than once a week although would eat
more if a drive through service was available. We also found consumers would pay $3.50 for a sushi
roll, drive on Pennant Hills Road once a week and hungry travellers feel like something healthy,
cooked by a traditional chef.

2.2 Target Market:
The primary target market includes adults who are aged 26-35. The secondary target market is
people aged 16-25 and 36-45. They have a busy lifestyle and struggle to eat healthy food. They have
a driver’s license so can easily come into the Japantry drive through restaurant. They are looking for
an alternative to fast food companies. They are grabbing a quick bite or a meal to eat when on the
go.

2.3 Competition Analysis:
Business
Haru Sushi is a sushi
shop at Thornleigh
shops which serves
a range of
Japanese foods 7
days a week.
McDonalds is a
chain restaurant
that provides fast
food. This is
available 24 hours
a day, 7 days a
week.

Similarities

Competitive Advantage

We serve Japanese
food.
All food is prepared by
professional Japanese
chefs.

Although these
businesses are very
competitive in the area, I
combine the fresh
Japanese cuisine with the
convenience of the drive
through, therefore I can
attract consumers from
both businesses
ultimately being more
competitive.

We are fast food
restaurants.
We have a range of
products.
We have drive-through
services.

6
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2.4 Product:
The Japantry is a drive through sushi restaurant, with a walk through window as well. The Japantry is
a good and a service, the sushi and the drive through experience. These two combined keep our
customers coming back. The market research found when people are driving often felt hungry and
wanted something that was convenient, healthy and fresh which is why we started the Japantry. The
menu can be seen in Appendix D.

2.5 Pricing:
It costs $1.64 to make a sushi roll and we are selling it for $3.50. We are using the competition based
pricing strategy where we set our prices in relation to nearby competition. Nearby sushi restaurants
price their sushi from $3.00-$4.00. Through market research we also found the majority of people
would pay $3.50 for a sushi roll.

2.6 Promotion:
We use special offers to encourage people to buy more sushi and return to our business again. The
cost of 1 sushi roll is $3.50. If a customer buys 2 rolls they can pay $6. If a customer buys 3 rolls they
pay $8.
The Japantry has multiple social media accounts including Facebook, Instagram (Appendix E), Twitter
and Snapchat to allow excellent communication between the employees and the customers. This is
the best way to advertise because it is free and our target market identifies as a group of people
who would most likely be on social media.

2.7 Place:
We are located on Pennant Hills Road, Thornleigh. Customers can access our drive through directly
off Pennant Hills Road to allow maximum convenience as our marker research shows our customers
want the most convenient option.
The Japantry has exclusive distribution because it’s a unique business and has a good and a service,
it would be difficult to manage our business and customer service if our sushi was available
somewhere other than our restaurants.
We purchase all ingredients from markets which is a short drive away allowing our chefs to being
work a short time after the ingredients are bought.

7
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3. Finance:
3.1 Establishment Costs:
Associated with the establishment of ‘The Japantry’ will be a number of start-up costs (Appendix E).
These costs will ensure the business will initially be in a strong position during the challenging
establishment phase of its life cycle. As a result, finances totalling $32,633 will be needed to be
secured for the establishment of The Japantry.

3.2 Sources of Funds:
Finances for the initial establishment of The Japantry will be sourced from a combination of debt and
equity funding. The total funding for the establishment of the business will be $27,833.
This includes:


$7,833 of equity funding from owners’ equity (my own money).



$20,000 of debt funding from ANZ Bank. I will take out a secured loan from ANZ Bank at an
interest rate of 8% for 3 years.

This means I will make monthly repayments of $627 (Appendix F).
This money will be allocated to meet the finance requirements of the initial set-up costs of
The Japantry, at the same time, leaving the business with $5000 working capital for its initial
operations and unexpected expenses.

3.3 Gearing:
The level of gearing (ratio of debt to equity) will be 2.55: 1. This means that for every $1 of equity,
there is $2.55 of debt.
This figure represents a high level of risk for the business, as there is a greater amount of finances
borrowed from external sources than provided by the owner.

The calculation of this figure included:
Gearing (debt: equity) = 20000
7833
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= 2.55

= 2.55: 1
3.3 Sales Budget:
The sales budget shows the expected sales for the initial year of operations (Appendix G). The sales
start at 250 rolls of sushi per day, 7000 a month as the advertising and promotional strategies will
encourage customers to purchase. Sales gradually increase to November. There is a large jump at
December because it the Christmas period and more people will be travelling on the road passing
The Japantry. Sales decreases in January as this is typically a quiet time for businesses. Sales
gradually increase again for the rest of the year.

3.4 Expense Budget:
The expense budget shows the distribution of fixed and variable cost for my business in the initial
year of operations (Appendix H). Fixed cash outflows stay the same. They include rent, loan
repayments and drawing and total $158957. Variable cash outflows change throughout the year.
These include stock, GST, advertising and more and total $214715.

3.5 Break Even Analysis:
Fixed Costs:
The total value of the forecasted fixed costs to be experienced for The Japantry in the first year is
$158,957 (Appendix K). These costs represent cash outflows of the business that will need to be
committed, regardless of the level of output/number of sales for the year or month.

Variable Costs:
During operation, The Japantry will incur a variety of variable costs (Appendix K). The total value of
these costs, based on the forecasted sales levels throughout the first year, is expected to be
$214,715. These costs are directly linked to the level of output/sales generated during operation.

As a result, a variable cost component for each unit sold can be determined:
Per Unit Variable Cost = Total of Variable Costs
Total Number of Sales
Per Unit Variable Cost = 214715
115640
= 1.86

9
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This means, that for every unit sold, $1.86 of the sale price represents the variable costs of
producing each unit.

Contribution Margin:
In determining the break-even point for The Japantry, a contribution margin, the amount/proportion
of each sale that can be used to cover fixed costs, needs to be determined.

Contribution Margin = Per Unit Sale Price – Per Unit Variable Costs
Contribution Margin = $3.50 - $1.86
= $1.64

Break – Even Calculation:
In determining the time at which The Japantry will break even, the point at which all fixed costs are
accounted for, an analysis of the total fixed costs and contribution margin needs to be undertaken.

Break-Even = Fixed Costs
Contribution Margin
= $158,957
$1.64
= 96925 sales

Once operating, it’s expected that The Japantry will break even after 96925 sales. This is expected to
occur in the 11 month of operation. At this point, all fixed costs will have been accounted for and the
contribution margin generated from this point onwards will represent direct net profit for the
business.
A graph showing these calculations can be seen in Appendix J.

3.6 Cash Flow Forecast:
The cash flow forecast (Appendix K) shows all the cash inflows and outflows for the first year of
operations. It shows the sales forecast, inflows, outflows, net inflow/outflow and the closing balance
for each month. The closing balance at the end of the first year is $58,901.

10
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4. Future Prospects:
In the next year, The Japantry hopes to extend the menu giving customers a greater range of the
Japanese cuisine. The existing sushi rolls will still be available. Boxes and platters will be available
along with miso, edamame and ramen.
Within the next 2 years, 4 new employees will be hired to work evening/night shifts so the
restaurant can stay open until 11:00 pm, generating more sales and satisfying more customers.
Within 5 years The Japantry hopes to open another branch. A good location for this would be in
Gosford because of the steady traffic going through the area. This would also attract the same target
market.
Also within 5 years we hope to be in a financial position where we can donate a portion 20 cents
from every transaction of a charity supporting healthy eating to fulfil our corporate social
responsibility.

11
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5. Appendix:
Appendix A:

Appendix B:

Appendix C:
How old are you?
8%

How often do you eat sushi?

6%1%

6% 4%
25%

14%
47%

28%
29%

32%
Younger than 16

16-25

More than once a week

Once a week

26-35

36-45

Once a fortnight

Once a month

Older than 55

Other

46-55
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How much would you pay for a roll of
sushi?
3%

16%

9%
17%

55%
$2 or less

Would you be more likely to eat
sushi if it was more conveient e.g. a
drive through serivce?

9%

$2.50

$3.00

$3.50

$4 or more

When you are driving or travelling do
you often find your self hungry?

17%

91%

Yes

83%

No
Yes

No

How often do you drive on Pennant
Hills Road?
6%4%

18%

21%

51%
Daily

Once a week

Once a fortnight

Once a month

Other
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When you are hungry do you feel like
something healthy and fresh or
unhealthy and processed?

When eating a traditional cusine would
you prefer traditonal and certified chefs
to have prepared your food?

11%

22%

78%

89%

Healthy and fresh

Yes

Unhealthy and processed

It doesn’t matter

Appendix D:
THE JAPANTRY MENU

Rolls:
Teriyaki Beef, Chicken or Salmon.
Beef, Chicken, Chicken Schnitzel, Salmon or
Tempura Prawn with avocado and cucumber.
All rolls are $3.50 and come with fresh ginger and
soy sauce.
Appendix E:
Appendix F:
Establishment Costs
Property
Rent Bond
Rent (1st month)
Fixtures and Fittings (benchtops, furniture)
Utility Connections (electricity, water and
internet)
Utility Bills (electricity, water and internet) for
1st month
Equipment
Machinery (rice cookers, ovens, refrigerators

Value ($)
1000
6000
3000
100
300
10400
10000
14
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and utensils)

10000

Operational
Market Research
Advertising (1st month)
Stationary
Stock (1st month)

3000
200
100
1000
4300

Legal
Business Name Registration
Business Registration
Employee Contracts
Business Documentation:
Food Handler’s License
Sales Privilege License
Insurance

35
519
1500
79
300
500
2933

Financial
Establishment of Loan Fees

200
200
5000

Working Capital

27833

Total (excluding working capital)
Appendix G:

Appendix H:

Number of Sales

Sales over the first year of operation.
15,000
10,000
5,000
0

Months
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Appendix I:

Variable Cash Outflows

Fixed Cash Outflows

Stock

Staff - wages

Utlilities - usage

Advertising

Set-Up Costs (minus cash)

Drawings (Owner)

Office - supplies

GST (10% sales revenue)

Rent

Loan Repayment

Appendix J:

Break Even Analysis for The Japantry
450000
400000
350000

($)

300000
250000
200000
150000
100000
50000
0
0

60000

120000

Number of Sales
Fixed Costs

Variable Costs

Total Cost

Revenue
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Oct
330
9,240
32,340

Nov

14,247

400
11,200
39,200

Dec

32,340
32,340

22,156

330
9,240
32,340

Jan

4,800
6,000
627
11,427

34,300
34,300

23,809

350
9,800
34,300

Feb

4,800
6,000
627
11,427

36,260
36,260

27,464

370
10,360
36,260

1,560
14,400
300
200
0
3,475
19,935

4,800
6,000
627
11,427

38,220
38,220

32,821

390
10,920
38,220

31,420

1,640
14,400
300
0
0
3,653
19,993

4,800
6,000
627
11,427

40,180
40,180

39,679

410
11,480
40,180

10,462

31,678

1,720
14,400
300
0
0
3,831
20,251

4,800
6,000
627
11,427

42,140
42,140

48,439

430
12,040
42,140

322,592

58,901

373,672

15,520
158,400
3,300
600
100
36,795
214,715

27,833
57,600
66,000
7,524
158,957

7,833
20,000
404,740
432,573

263,691

115,640
404,740

Total

310
8,680
30,380
12,294

39,200
39,200

4,800
6,000
627
11,427

1,480
14,400
300
0
0
3,296
19,476

31,362

8,760

58,901

June

290
8,120
28,420
12,243

32,340
32,340

4,800
6,000
627
11,427

1,400
14,400
300
0
0
3,118
19,218

30,903

6,858

48,439

May

13,693

30,380
30,380

4,800
6,000
627
11,427

1,320
14,400
300
200
100
2,940
19,260

30,645

5,357

39,679

April

270
7,560
26,460

28,420
28,420

4,800
6,000
627
11,427

1,600
14,400
300
0
0
3,564
19,864

30,687

3,655

32,821

March

16,846

4,800
6,000
627
11,427

1,240
14,400
300
200

1,320
14,400
300
0
0
2,940
18,960

31,291

1,653

27,464

Sept

250
7,000
24,500

26,460
26,460

1,160
14,400
300

2,762
18,902

30,387

7,909

23,809

Aug

0

4,800
6,000
627
11,427

0
2,584
18,444

30,329

1,953

22,156

July

7,833
20,000
24,500
52,333

1,080
14,400
300
0
0
2,405
18,185

29,871

51

14,247

Cash Flow Forecast

2,227
2,227

29,612

(1,451)

12,294

SALES FORECAST
No. of Sales
SALES REVENUE (No. sales x $3.50)

35,487

(3,152)

12,243

Variable Cash Outflows
Stock
Staff - wages
Utlilities - usage
Advertising
Office - supplies
GST (10% sales revenue)
TOTAL VARIABLE CASH OUTFLOWS

CASH OUTFLOWS
Fixed Cash Outflows
Set-Up Costs (minus cash)
Drawings (Owner)
Rent
Loan Repayment
TOTAL FIXED CASH OUTFLOWS

CASH INFLOWS
Deposit of Equity Funds
Deposit of Borrowed Funds
Cash Sales/Revenue
TOTAL CASH INFLOW

OPENING CASH BALANCE

TOTAL CASH OUTFLOWS

16,846

13,693

627
33,260

27,833
4,800

NET INFLOW/OUTFLOW

16,846
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Appendix K:
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Why the RBA would want to create a digital Australian dollar
– https://theconversation.com/why-the-rba-would-want-to-create-a-digital-australian-dollar-86621
Four factors driving the price of bitcoin
– https://theconversation.com/four-factors-driving-the-price-of-bitcoin-87244

Yesterday news and Breaking
news: Using media file templates
to help students unpack all sorts
of news

Mai Ni Pham, EBE NSW Director
and Teacher at Hurlstone Agricultural High School

Below is a media file template designed to help students draw the necessary information from a media
article. This template can be used for a range of subjects including Commerce, Economics, Business
Studies and Legal Studies. While it is a generic template, teachers are encouraged to adapt it to target
specific skills and knowledge. For instance in Economics, the role of businesses, government and
individuals are identified as essential knowledge, and thus these stakeholders should be used to frame
the “critically analyse” section of the template. On the other hand in the Legal Studies Crime topic, the
perspectives of the victim, offender and society are essential when evaluating criminal legal issues.
Title of article /journal
Source
(author & publication)
Date of
publication

Date accessed

Identify and define key concepts/ terminology used in the media article
1.
2.
3.
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Unpacking news

Summary of media article (Describe key points)
Use what, when, who, why, how to frame your summary

Explain the significance of the issue/s highlighted (provide examples/ quotes from the article).
According to …; Source X states…; The issue of … is highlighted by media article…; Individual/
group/ spokesperson from organisation assert/ argue…

Critically analyse: In this section identify stakeholders in the article.
Perspective
(put name)

Positives/ advantages/ benefits

Negatives/ disadvantages/
losses

Overall / evaluation/
judgement
(conclusion)

1.

2.

3.
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Appreciate: What is the purpose of this article? Why is it important to us in learning about …?
What makes it relevant to you? What do you find most concerning and why?

*In what ways is (pick one of the concepts you’ve identified from the media article)
__________ like a pair of glasses?

*In what ways is (pick one of the concepts you’ve identified from the media article)
__________ like an egg?

*In what ways is (pick one of the concepts you’ve identified from the media article)
__________ like a dog?

*These questions have been adapted from:
Drapeau, P. (2016), Differentiating with Graphic Organizers: Tools to Foster Critical and Creative
Thinking, Skyhorse Publishing.
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December 1, 2016
https://theconversation.com/au/topics/making-sense-of-exams-32567

Should we do away with exams
altogether? No, but we need to
rethink their design and purpose
In our five-part series, Making Sense of Exams, we’ll discuss the
purpose of exams, whether they can be done online, overcoming
exam anxiety, and effective revision techniques.
Authors: Penny Van Bergen (Senior Lecturer in Educational
Psychology) and Rod Lane (Senior Lecturer in Educational
Assessment) Macquarie University
Over the past two decades there have been
frequent calls to abandon exams.

Myth 1: exams only test for the recall
of facts

The major criticisms of exams in schools and
universities tend to relate to either the misuse or
overuse of exams, and not to the sensible use of
exams in partnership with other assessment tasks
such as presentations, research reports, creative
responses, essays, reflective journals etc.

One of the most common arguments offered
against exams is that they test for rote recall
only and not for deeper understanding.

Exams allow students to demonstrate their
breadth of knowledge across a particular subject.
This is more difficult to achieve with other forms
of assessment.

Like others, we have experienced the frustration
of sitting for an exam that focuses almost
exclusively on the recall of isolated facts.
Research shows that such exams are more
common when teachers either write questions
quickly or rely on published tests from testing
banks. In both cases, the teacher has less
opportunity to review whether or not the
questions require deep understanding and
higher-order thinking, which require the learner
to both hold a strong body of disciplinary
knowledge and be capable of applying it.

Students also demonstrate their ability to
retrieve and apply knowledge on the spot: a skill
necessary in many professions.

The solution is not to abandon exams, but to
change how poorly designed exam questions
are written.

But we need to look at what the evidence tells
us about when exams are effective – and when
other types of assessment are more suitable.

A well-designed exam will assess the application
of knowledge to real-world scenarios, the
synthesis of knowledge across sub-topics, the
ability to think critically, or to solve well-defined
problems within a discipline.

Rethinking the way in which some exams are
delivered does not require us to abandon all
exams in favour of other assessment tasks.
This is akin to throwing the baby out with the
bathwater.

In debates about exams, the same myths are
often brought up again and again. Here’s what
the research tells us about three of the most
common exam myths:
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These higher-order processes depend entirely
on the question being asked. According
to research, even quite short professional
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development programs for teachers are
effective in changing the way they write exam
questions.
Exams should not be used to assess the recall of
meaningless facts: this is a misuse of the format.

Myth 2: Google renders exams
irrelevant
A second argument sometimes offered against
exams is that everything can be found on
Google anyway.
The implication, of course, is that we no longer
need knowledge in our brains when we have
phones in our pockets.

Even if a student is taught generic skills in
critical thinking and analysis, a wide breadth
of knowledge is also needed to know what
arguments are relevant in a particular domain
and how they might be applied. This breadth
of knowledge cannot be obtained simply by
Googling.
It is precisely because our teachers, surgeons,
scientists and building engineers have an
established network of knowledge in their
fields, held in long-term memory, that they are
able to instantaneously apply this knowledge
in the workplace, critically assess the validity
of incoming information, and solve emerging
problems on the run.

A variant of this argument is that internet access
should always be permitted during exams as
this mirrors our experiences in real life.

Myth 3: exam study does not
enhance learning

These arguments are problematic for two
reasons.

Exams do not just assess learning, they promote
learning in several ways:

First, research shows that people without
knowledge in a particular field are surprisingly
poor at finding accurate information on
Google. They are more likely to find and believe
conspiracy theories, for example, less likely to
know what search terms to use, and less likely to
reason logically about the information they find.

•

Organising yourself to study promotes
self-regulation and metacognition (that is,
your understanding and control of your own
learning processes).

•

Re-organising and elaborating on the to-betested material during study enables deeper
understanding of the material.

Second, looking up information on Google
is not the same as accessing a pre-existing
network of knowledge in the brain.

•

The process of actively retrieving and
applying that material multiple times during
study is one of the best possible ways to
strengthen knowledge. Just as practice helps
muscles grow stronger during exercise, so
too does it make connections in the brain
grow stronger during study.

Pre-existing knowledge is critical because it
guides the way in which we interpret new
information and underpins critical thinking and
problem solving.
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Making Sense of Exams

Exams should not be used in all assessments
(or even in all disciplines). Some types of
assessments are clearly better suited to
particular kinds of knowledge and skills than
others.
Where research skills are important, a research
proposal or report may be more appropriate.
Where oral communication skills are important,
a presentation task may be more appropriate.

Far from being superficial, well-designed exams and
proper study enhance memory and learning. Image source:
shutterstock.com

Of course, some study techniques are better
than others.
Research shows that study in which students
mentally manipulate the material – perhaps by
forming their own questions, or by considering
how different topics relate to one another – is
more effective than study in which students
passively scan their notes.

And where depth of knowledge of a single
topic is important – either because of the
specific topic itself or because a more focused
investigation will allow the student to practise
and refine particular learning skills – then an
essay, class debate, or similar assessment may
be more appropriate.
But arguing that exams cannot do everything is
not the same as arguing they can do nothing. In
nearly all school and university courses there are
multiple goals, therefore a balanced assessment
program is critical.

When considering the purpose of
exams
We need to be careful when considering the use
of exams in schools and universities.

These techniques are a form of “deep
encoding”, in which the student is required
to actively negotiate meaning and to make
decisions about what goes with what.

We need to know that they are appropriate to
the knowledge and skills being assessed, and
that they form part of a balanced assessment
program with a range of different assessment
tasks.

Research also shows that spacing out study over
time is more effective for retaining information
than cramming the night before.

We also must be aware of the unintended
consequences that emerge in specific testing
circumstances.

With this knowledge, teachers can support
students to study in the most effective ways
possible.

This is true for national testing programs such
as the National Assessment Program – Literacy
and Numeracy (NAPLAN), for example, where
the potential to publicly rank schools has led
to concerns about “teaching to the test” and
narrowing the curriculum. These unintended
consequences must be addressed.

Exams should be used within a
balanced assessment program
The goal of any assessment program is to
enable students to demonstrate what they
know and can do. Within this program, exams
have specific advantages.
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When used well, however, exams offer several
advantages for learning.
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Getting students to put
their legal knowledge into
practice to demonstrate
understanding
Mai Ni Pham, EBE NSW Director and Teacher at
Hurlstone Agricultural High School
Subject
Legal Studies

Stage
6

Topic
Preliminary - Part I: The legal system
Preliminary - Part II: The individual and the law

Description of activity
Students apply their knowledge from part 1 and part 2 of the Preliminary Legal Studies topics to the
scenario provided.

Rationale
This learning activity is designed to extend students’ thinking by forcing students to deal with a
number of inaccurate statements to produce a response that requires a synthesis of their legal
knowledge.

Differentiation options for students
Content
Adjust the number of statements
attempted depending on learning
needs of students.
Students create their own “false
statements” and give it to other
students to examine why the
statements are inaccurate.

Process
Independently

Product
Students can choose how they want
to show that they have addressed the
scenario and statements.

Collaboratively:
• Groups
• Pairs

Suggestions: workshop to address
the statements, written response,
e-brochure, legal briefing with “Tony”
as his legal counsel.

This learning activity addresses the following outcomes:
P1. identifies and applies legal concepts and terminology
P3. describes the operation of domestic and international legal systems
P5. describes the role of law in encouraging cooperation and resolving conflict, as well as initiating
and responding to change
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Tony has a dispute with his neighbour. He is seeking $500,000 in damages.
Tony thinks that:
1.

the local court will hear his case

2.

he will have a trial heard by a magistrate and a jury of 8 people

3.

he can go to the NSW Law Reform Commission to seek legal advice

4.

he can go on social media to petition the court to get the magistrate to rule in
his favour.

5.

the highest court of appeal is the International Court of Justice

Examine the accuracy of the above statements.

EBE NSW

Helpdesk
Need help teaching a syllabus
dot point or information about
teaching and learning resources?
EBE NSW Directors are available
for advice and assistance to
members in relation to the
teaching and learning of Business
Studies, Commerce, Economics
and Legal Studies.
Email:
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helpdesk@ebe.nsw.edu.au
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What is race?

A school assembly speech
delivered by Year 10
Commerce student, Olivia Bui,
at Hurlstone Agricultural High
School with special guest
Dr Tim Soutphommasane,
Australia’s Race
Discrimination Commissioner.

I don’t really follow sports. In fact, when the
sports segment of the news starts up, I tune out.
But in 2013, something happened in sports that
made it relevant to me and to all Australians.
It was the moment when from the stands, a 13
year old girl made a racial slur targeting Swans
player Adam Goodes, calling him an “ape”. That
moment was a wakeup call to all Australians that
racial discrimination in our society is still very
real.
Unfortunately, over the following years racial
discrimination did not fail to demonstrate its
presence in Australian society. We don’t have
to look far to find it. Even a quick Google search
will yield an overwhelming number of stories
reporting incidents of racial discrimination.
Perhaps most publicised are the incidents
occurring on public transport, recorded shakily
from the smartphones of bystanders. For
example, during the very year of Adam Goode’s
incident, an Asian-Australian making a trip on
the bus was told to “get a passport” and go
back to where he came from. Perhaps, in the
eyes of the attacker, Goode’s incident somehow
validated racial discrimination.
Another instance of publicised racial
discrimination was when, in 2015 a ChineseAustralian woman was told to “speak English or
not speak at all”, after speaking Chinese on the
train.
However, racial discrimination does not always
manifest itself in this overt and/or aggressive. It
can be subtle and insidious.
A study by the Australian National University
found that job applicants with Chinese names

Dr Tim Soutphommasane

had to apply to 68% more places than those
with Anglo-Celtic names to get the same
number if call backs, even if they had identical
qualifications, proficiency in English, and were
both born in Australia. For those with Middle
Eastern names, it was 64% more times.
In another study, in 2014, the Diversity Council
of Australia found that in ASX 200 companies,
only 1.9% of executives were Asian which is a
concerning under representation of the 9.6% of
Asians in Australia. And although some may say,
“Maybe Asian people, or people from minority
groups just don’t want leadership positions”,
findings by this same study found that 84% of
Asian professionals actually wanted to assume
senior positions.
These statistics put it in cold hard terms that
we need to re-evaluate the extent of racial
discrimination in Australia.
In all honestly, when I was first approached
to do this speech, I had no idea what to say,
because I really didn’t think racial discrimination
was such a huge issue in Australia.
Sure, I knew of racial discrimination outside of
Australia, emerging in shocking forms, through
atrocities such as police brutality towards
African Americans in the United States, but I felt
so distanced from it all.
I could not imagine that in Australia there
are still people who feel like they cannot
pursue their goals without a barrier of racial
discrimination pushing down on them, or that
in Australia there are still people who resist
multiculturalism and ethnic diversity.
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the egalitarian
Australian spirit we
pride ourselves on,
we need to promote
inclusiveness.

The truth is racial discrimination still lurks in our
society; insidious and covert.
Perhaps it is because of this racial discrimination
that my mum still insists that I study for a
job where I own a business and be my own
manager. She fears that if I work under anybody,
I may never be able to get a taste of leadership.
Of course, I said that she was crazy, that
Australia has become an accepting multicultural
society that values and treats me equally to
every other Australian. But after my research I
concluded two things: 1) that maybe I wouldn’t
be treated equally out there in the real world
and 2) that mum is always right.
I guess living in and growing up in the bubble
of the Asian community, and the Hurlstone
community, where I was never solely judged by
the colour of my skin, it insulated me from the
realities of racial discrimination in Australia. I
was so naive.
My hope is that soon, all Australians may
be able to enjoy the freedom from racial
discrimination that I take for granted. My hope
is not as ambitious as to say that people will not
see colour or race at all, because difference in
race is refreshing, but rather people will see that
others are more than the colour of their skin.
For isn’t Australia the land of the fair go? And
doesn’t our national anthem say “With courage
let us all combine”? And so, for the sake of

In Hurlstone I find
hope, for I see a
model of how we as
young Australians
can lead a future of
inclusiveness.
And, with mentors such as Dr Tim
Southphommasane, Australia’s Race
Discrimination Commissioner, to guide Australia
to becoming inclusive, I feel it is only a question
of when we will achieve inclusiveness.
So, today, in order to instil a sense of excitement
about achieving inclusiveness, I want to leave
you with the words of the very honourable
alumnus, Dr Tim Southphommasane, from
his book ‘I’m Not A Racist But...40 years of the
Racial Discrimination Act’. He writes: “The Racial
Discrimination Act stands to remind people
that their country will protect them from
discrimination and vilification. . . so that every
Australian can be free to pursue their happiness
with the assurance of dignity and equality”.
Perhaps one day, my naive self may finally see
an Australia that is truly inclusive.
Thank you.

Olivia Bui , delivers speech during school assembly at Hurlstone Agricultural High School
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Submission to Australian Securities
and Investments Commission (ASIC)
National Financial Literacy Strategy
Consultation 2017 (October 2017) from
Economics and Business Educators NSW
Economics and Business Educators NSW (EBE
NSW) welcomes the opportunity to respond to
the ASIC National Financial Literacy Strategy
Consultation Strategy 2017.
EBE NSW is a company limited by guarantee
operating as a teacher association. The
association represents and supports teachers
of Economics, Business Studies, Legal Studies
and Commerce in schools in NSW and overseas
in Australian International Schools. EBE NSW
is an affiliate member of the national umbrella
association, Business Educators Australasia.
1. EBE NSW supports the continued focus on
education of the next generation in schools
as a strategic priority.
2. Related to this would be the need for ASIC
to continue to strengthen its connection
to communities of practice in education, in
particular professional teacher associations
at the state and national level. Clearly
identified strategic partnerships with
professional teacher associations would
ensure that ASIC’s work in education is
grounded in the practice of the classroom
teacher and more closely linked to student
outcomes in consumer and financial literacy
education.
3. Professional learning for teachers should not
be restricted to how to use the Money Smart
materials. It must be broader and more
challenging and seek to identify a strong
evidence base re how young people learn
about financial literacy concepts and their
application in the real world. Participating in
teacher conferences run by an association

like Economics and Business Educators NSW
would be one opportunity to do this.
4. The Money Smart materials need to be
more closely linked to the Social Sciences
curriculum being used in classrooms in
schools , and more materials need to be
directed to senior Social Sciences subjects
like Economics and Business Studies. It is
in the Social Sciences curriculum where
consumer and financial literacy is applied to
a real world context.
5. Explicit inclusion of education of pre-service
teachers should be included as the National
Strategy is updated for 2018.
6. EBE NSW notes that whilst the framework
that accompanied the 2014-2017 National
Strategy provided “guidance”, it was not
able to directly influence policy in a way that
might mandate more of the changes that
would be deemed to be desirable.
7. EBE NSW supports the accountability and
transparency that accompanied the action
plan and the reporting framework for the
2014–2017 National Strategy.
8. Research and evaluation need to remain as
key priorities. An evidence base is needed
for all future strategies.

Comments on specific proposals:
1. Financial capability as opposed to financial
literacy. EBE NSW acknowledges the critical
importance of behavioural change and thus
supports the shift to the notion of capability.
However this must be considered carefully
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in relation to the Australian Consumer and
Financial Literacy Framework agreed to by
all jurisdictions. School Curriculum mapping
should be undertaken to clarify how these
concepts are currently represented and
taught in the curriculum.
2. Extension of the timeframe to 10 years.
EBE NSW asks what flexibility would there
be to adjust the action plans during this
period. Changes in government and thus
government policy and changes in school
curriculum do not follow 10 year cycles. This
may be too inflexible and risk not being
responsive to changing global and local
economic and financial contexts. The risk is
that it is not relevant.

3. Core financial capability behaviours –
Proposal 3 ( Page 12). EBE NSW supports
these but notes that c ( “ making informed
decisions”) is a subset of a (“managing
money day-to-day “) and b (“planning for
the future”).
EBE NSW would welcome future opportunities
for ASIC to communicate directly with its Board
of Directors and members.
Joe Alvaro
President
Economics and Business Educators NSW
1st December 2017
“Financial literacy is equivalent to reading and writing.
It’s not possible to participate effectively in today’s
society without it.” Annamaria Lusardi - Financial
Economist

Advertising Rates for “The EBE Journal”
EBE NSW welcomes advertisements for “The EBE Journal”, relevant
to the teaching and learning of Business Studies, Commerce,
Economics and Legal Studies.
Full Page $275
Half Page $165
Quarter Page $100
EBE NSW Business/Corporate members receive 50% off the above
advertising rates.
These prices include GST and are based on the advertiser supplying the
advertisement by email to: admin@ebe.nsw.edu.au
The journal is published twice a year and the deadline for submission of
material is one month prior to publication.
Further details can be obtained by contacting EBE NSW as follows:
Telephone: (02) 9716 0378
Email: admin@ebe.nsw.edu.au
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NSW Education Standards
Authority 2017 Consultation
– Draft NSW Supplementary
Documentation: Subject Content
Knowledge Requirements (Revised)
Submission from Economics and Business
Educators NSW
Economics and Business Educators NSW (EBE
NSW) welcomes the opportunity to participate
in the NSW Education Standards Authority
2017 Consultation – Draft NSW Supplementary
Documentation: Subject Content Knowledge
Requirements ( Revised).
EBE NSW is an established and highly respected
professional teacher association representing
and supporting teachers of the NSW Education
Standards Authority Economics, Business
Studies, Legal Studies and Commerce courses.
Our members come from government and
non-government schools as well as student
teachers from universities. Our three strategic
pillars are professional growth, networking
and advocacy (see the EBE NSW website
for the full EBE NSW Strategic Plan 2015 –
2017). EBE NSW is an affiliate member of
the umbrella national subject association,
Business Educators Australasia Inc., and a
member of the Professional Teachers’ Council
NSW (the coordination and consultancy
body for professional teacher associations
in NSW). Through membership of PTC NSW,
EBE NSW is accredited to provide professional
learning at all career stages (proficient, highly
accomplished and lead) of the Australian
Professional Teaching Standards.
EBE NSW makes the following observations with
regards to Human Society and its Environment
(HSIE) – Kindergarten – Year 6 (page 9):
1. The whole notion of HSIE in K–6 is
almost redundant as the learning area
has been reduced to two disciplines History and Geography. So reference

to the continuum of learning in HSIE
K-10 throughout the document, including
links between stages of learning
is “strained” as there is no economics,
business or legal studies curriculum in
K-6. NSW has not adopted the Australian
Curriculum Assessment and Reporting
Authority (ACARA) Australian Curriculum:
Economics and Business and Australian
Curriculum: Civics and Citizenship like the
rest of the nation ( re HASS – Humanities
and the Social Sciences). This has significant
implications with regards to the “Discipline
Knowledge” and “Curriculum and
Pedagogical Studies” sections on page 9 of
the document.
2. In K– 6, there is lack of clarity re “social
and civic participation” and “civics
and citizenship”.
3. If anthropology is identified as a
related discipline, then why not sociology.
4. As with the current curriculum for HSIE in
K–6, this document does not recognise
the critical importance of early learning
in consumer and financial literacy,
enterprise education and civics and
citizenship education (including rights and
responsibilities of individuals, business and
governments).
In particular, with regards to consumer and
financial literacy, the National Consumer and
Financial Literacy Framework (September 2011)
is neglected. EBE NSW considers this framework
as critical when looking at essential learning in
HSIE K–6. It articulates a rationale for consumer
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and financial education in Australian schools;
describes essential consumer and financial
capabilities that will support lifelong learning;
and provides guidance on how consumer
and financial education may be structured
to support a progression of learning from
Foundation–Year 10.
5. The inclusion of “Languages” seems to be
a left over from when languages could be
taught as part of K-6 HSIE.
EBE NSW makes the following observations with
regards to Human Society and its Environment
(HSIE) – Years 7–12:
1. Commerce has been subsumed into
other HSIE courses but the intent of the
Commerce curriculum for 7-10 is not
represented in the document, particularly in
relation to consumer and financial literacy,
economics, law, civics and citizenship,
enterprise, and decision making. Commerce
needs to be treated separately from the
Stage 6 Economics, Business Studies
and Legal Studies courses as it is taught
at different stages and entails different
pedagogical techniques and practices.
2. Economics (page 31) contains reference
to “enterprise, innovation and best practice”
– this is more appropriate for Business
Studies.
3. Economics (page 31) refers to “the income
and wealth of a nation” but leaves out the
quality of life which is explicit in the context
section of the syllabus.
4. Economics (page 31) should include
reference to national, regional and global
scale – as the syllabus does.
5. Business Studies (page 30) needs a focus on
the “learn to” in the syllabus which requires
students to “investigate aspects of business
using hypothetical situations and actual
business case studies”.
6. Legal Studies ( page 33) needs more explicit
sections on evaluating the effectiveness of
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the law in achieving justice and pedagogical
strategies and practices related to this
syllabus outcome.
7. For Economics (page 31), Business Studies
(page 30) and Legal Studies (page 33) there
needs to be some minimum requirement to
include a range of strategies to teach written
communication of concepts and
understandings to all learners, including
strategies to develop students’ literacy
in these courses. Written communication
is an important 21st century skill and it is
essentially through writing that Economics,
Business Studies and Legal Studies students
will demonstrate what they know and
understand.
8. “Resources” referred to in Legal Studies (
page 33) need to refer to legislation, cases,
media reports and international instruments
and documents which are sources of
information that the syllabus requires
students to use when writing responses in
Legal Studies written responses.
9.

In relation to the credentials section there
needs to be a “tidy up” to clarify Commerce
as a course relevant to the Record of School
Achievement, and Economics, Business
Studies and Legal Studies as courses
relevant for the Higher School Certificate.

EBE NSW considers deep subject knowledge
and how to teach the subject matter effectively
to children in schools as important aspects of
any university teacher education course. This
has significant implications to quality teaching
and learning in our schools ( re Australian
Professional Teaching Standard 2 – Know the
content and how to teach it).
Joe Alvaro
President
Economics and Business Educators NSW
21 October 2017
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Open Letter from 25 Teacher
Associations supports copyright
August 23, 2017 | Education
https://www.copyright.com.au/2017/08/open-letter-24-teacher-associations/

Teacher Associations representing more than 200,000 teachers and/or schools
around the country have signed the following Open Letter to oppose the
Productivity Commission’s recommendations on copyright in Australia because
it will affect their ability to create high quality resources for teachers.

OPEN LETTER
Teacher Associations come out in support of
Australian creators to oppose productivity
commission recommendations on copyright
in Australia

cutting-edge educational content cannot be
underestimated. Australian children should be
able to grow up inspired and entertained not
only by our local stories and our local culture,
but also by locally-produced educational
materials.

We the undersigned unanimously reject the
Productivity Commission’s Recommendations
on copyright in Australia. The recommendations
to change copyright protections threaten
an easy-to-use, effective copyright licensing
system that allows teachers to access enormous
amounts of content so they can focus on the
task of enhancing the potential of students and
creating lifelong learners.

At a time when jurisdictions around the world
are reviewing the impact of major technology
companies on cultural and educational
production, we call on the Australian
Government and parliament to protect
Australian stories and content and rule out the
Productivity’s Commissions proposed changes.

It will also impact on the current fair payments
that are made to creators for the use of
their copyright material, many of whom are
educators. These payments help fuel the
creation of world-leading Australian teaching
resources, many of which are successfully
exported.

1. Australian Association for the Teaching of
English
2. Australian Literacy Educators Association
3. Australian Science Teachers Association
4. Australian Society for Music Education
5. Australian Geography Teachers Association
6. Primary English Teachers Association of
Australia
7. Australian Professional Teachers Association
(APTA) Board
8. Teacher Learning Network
9. Association of Women Educators
10. Professional Teachers’ Council NSW
11. History Teachers’ Association of NSW
12. English Teachers Association NSW
13. Science Teachers’ Association of NSW
14. Economics and Business Educators NSW
15. Geography Teachers Association of NSW
16. Victorian Association for the Teaching of
English

Australian educators, publishers, teachers,
authors and creators have a right to receive
fair payment for their work. The changes to
Australian copyright laws being pushed by the
Productivity Commission, large organisations
and big technology companies will greatly
diminish these protections.
This is not just unfair, it is a threat to the overall
quality of Australian education and its relevance
for student and societal needs and means it may
be even harder to make a living for the next
generation of creators of Australian educational
and creative content.
The importance of copyright in supporting
effective learning and in the development of

Signatories
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17. Science Teachers’ Association of Victoria Inc
18. Science Victoria
19. English Teachers’ Association of Queensland
20. Australian Teachers of Media (QLD)
21. Queensland History Teachers Association
22. South Australian Science Teachers
Association
23. Legal Education Teachers Association of
South Australia
24. Professional Teaching Council of Western
Australia
25. English Teachers Association of WA

TEACHERS SLATE COPYRIGHT
REFORM
The Australian newspaper ran a story about the
Open Letter on Wednesday 23 August, Teachers
slate copyright reform
The story reads: “The importance of copyright
in supporting effective learning and in the
development of cutting-edge educational
content cannot be underestimated. Australian
children should be able to grow up inspired and
entertained not only by our local stories and
our local culture, but also by locally produced
educational materials,’’ the teachers argue.
Wendy Cody, president of the Australian
Association for the Teaching of English,
said teachers did not understand why the
commission had headed down this path. “I’m
also an author of textbooks so wearing that
hat and wearing my AATE hat, because we
also produce textbooks and resources, I’m just
thinking, ‘what is going on here?’ ” she said.
“What is the point of it? Is it just because of
economics, or is it philosophy, ideology? I’m not
sure. Whatever it is, it’s just wrong.’’

CHANGES RISKY SAY TEACHERS
In July, the President of the Australian
Association for the Teaching of English, Wendy
Cody, wrote in The Australian Financial Review of
how important Australia’s copyright licensing
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system is for their association and for teachers,
because “…it’s a fair system and it works
because it lets teachers get on with the job of
doing what they do best – and that is creating
an environment for learning that brings out the
potential in every child.”
Her article brought an immediate response
from Canadian author John Degen of the
International Authors Forum in this Letter to the
Editor of The Australian Financial Review:

LESSON FROM
CANADA’S COPYRIGHT BLUNDER
Thank goodness for the Australian Association
for the Teaching of English and its logical,
progressive view on strong copyright law
(“Copyright changes are risky, say English
teachers” July 7). In Canada, most educational
groups succumbed to the siren call of weakened
copyright sung by self-serving techno-utopian
voices like Wikipedia, Google and the Electronic
Frontier Foundation, and our government
gutted the law.
Now Canadian educators regularly find
themselves in court unprotected by institutional
licences, student costs have risen sharply,
there is less domestic material for teaching,
homegrown writers’ incomes have collapsed
and the domestic publishing industry is in crisis.
Australia should learn from the example of
Canada’s terrible mistake. The only winners
with weakened copyright and expanded “fair
use” are the wealthy offshore technology firms
with business models built on access to masses
of free content. Everyone else ends up poorer
and with fewer rights. The argument that
copyright somehow gets in the way of access
is completely disingenuous. Copyright is about
encouraging respectful, fair and sustainable
access to cultural products. Those arguing
otherwise simply want someone else to pay the
bill.
John Degen, Canadian, author,
Chairman of the International Authors Forum
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Submission to NSW Education
Standards Authority(NESA)
Review of Commerce Syllabus
Economics and Business Educators NSW (EBE NSW) welcomes the opportunity to
respond to the NESA feedback process with regards to the review of the Years 7–10
Commerce syllabus announced towards the end of 2017.
EBE NSW is a company limited by guarantee
operating as a teacher association. The
association represents and supports
government and non-government teachers
of Economics, Business Studies, Legal Studies
and Commerce in schools in NSW and overseas
in Australian International Schools. EBE NSW
is an affiliate member of the national umbrella
association, Business Educators Australasia.
As the current Commerce syllabus has been in
operation since 2003 and considering the fact
that in other states and territories in Australia
schools are using the Australian Curriculum,
Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA)
Australian Curriculum: Economics and
Business and Australian Curriculum: Civics and
Citizenship to learn Commerce related subject
matter in the junior years, EBE NSW considers
the review long overdue.
I attended a major national gathering of
Economics, Business and Legal Education
teachers in Hobart in September 2016, the
Business Educators Australasia 2016 Biennial
Conference, with other EBE NSW Directors.
Whilst there was no official NESA representation
at this forum, it was disappointing to note that
when questioned about the NSW key directions
in relation to the implementation of this
curriculum, NSW was silent - not represented.
Those of us who came from NSW were not able
to shed any light on the matter either.
EBE NSW notes that curriculum priorities for
NESA in recent times have been Stage 6 English,
Maths, Science, History and Geography and
appreciates the significant and critical nature
of this work. However our members have been
kept in the dark for a long time as NESA has
kept silent about its plans for implementation

of the Australian Curriculum for Economics and
Business, and the Australian Curriculum for
Civics and Citizenship.
Recommendation 7 of the 2016 BOSTES NSW
review contained explicit recommendations
re the approach to be taken going forward in
relation to the implementation of the Australian
Curriculum in NSW (“adopt and adapt”; greater
agility etc).
EBE NSW regrets that this review will consider
“inclusion of Australian Curriculum content” in
the area of Economics and Business and Civics
and Citizenship for an elective course such
as Commerce, rather than working towards
ensuring the important knowledge and skills
in the above curriculum is made mandatory in
the junior secondary years as per other states
and territories (EBE NSW also notes the clear
absence of this area in K–6 as a result of the
abandonment of this curriculum previously
present in the K–6 HSIE syllabus).
Currently the Commerce syllabus is structured
around core and option topics. This give schools
a good opportunity to cater for different
student interests. The current core topics focus
on business and law, but a core topic that
deals directly with economics subject matter
is absent. EBE NSW would like to see the core
topics consist of at least one economics topic,
one business topic and one law topic to address
the current imbalance. The inclusion of a core
economics topic would provide students who
intend to study economics in Years 11 and 12
a foundation of knowledge and skills to further
build on.
EBE NSW would strongly suggest that NESA
connects strongly to communities of practice in
education as the new syllabus is developed, in
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particular EBE NSW as the professional teacher
association in NSW. This will ensure that NESA’s
work with regards to the development of the
new Commerce syllabus is grounded in the
practice of the classroom teacher and more
closely linked to student outcomes in the
area of economics, business and law. The end
user of the NESA product will be Commerce
teachers in the classroom. This requires careful
attention considering that structures like the
Quality Teaching Council at NESA which no
longer operate have to some extent caused the
removal of practicing teachers from the area of
governance of their profession.
“Hasten slowly” would be the advice of EBE NSW
with regards to the new Commerce syllabus
implementation timeline, especially as new
syllabuses in other areas of the Human Society
and its Environment learning area are being

implemented by HSIE teachers at present. EBE
NSW holds the view that as a minimum one
year is required for familiarisation, planning,
program writing and professional development
with regards to a new syllabus.
EBE NSW would welcome future opportunities
for NESA to communicate directly with its Board
of Directors and members and to participate
in consultation and development re the new
Commerce syllabus.
Joe Alvaro
President –
Economics and Business Educators NSW
29 January 2018
“Financial literacy is equivalent to reading and
writing. It’s not possible to participate effectively
in today’s society without it.” Annamaria Lusardi,
Financial Economist

Needing practice HSC examination
papers for your students?
• Economics • Business Studies • Legal Studies
Give your students that extra examination practice!
Our examinations are written by EBE NSW directors.

Order form available at – www.ebe.nsw.edu.au
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President’s Report to the 2017
Economics and Business Educators
NSW Annual General Meeting
(11 December 2017)
It is my pleasure to present the Economics and Business Educators NSW (EBE
NSW) President’s Report for 2017. Since the last EBE Annual General Meeting
(AGM) in December 2016, it has been an exciting, productive and successful
year for EBE NSW as we have sought to serve our members and their students
and support them in the classroom as they have taught the NSW Education
Standards Authority (NESA) Economics, Business Studies, Legal Studies and
Commerce courses, providing them with high quality educational services.
We have successfully implemented our
Strategic Plan 2015–2017 which communicates
the vision of EBE NSW:
“Inspire teachers to be passionate and dynamic
Economics, Business, Legal and Commerce
educators.”
The three strategic pillars in the strategic plan are:
• Professional growth ( Goal: Develop teacher
capacity in Economics, Business, Legal and
Commerce education)
• Networking (Goal: Build a supportive
network for Economics, Business, Legal and
Commerce educators)
• Advocacy ( Goal: Act as a voice on matters
of significance to Economics, Business, Legal
and Commerce educators)

Evidence of our success in these areas
follows in this report.
EBE NSW would be unable to achieve its vision
and goals without the knowledge, skills and time
of the educators who are members of the EBE
NSW Board of Directors. Thirteen educators made
up the Board of Directors during the last year:
Mr Joe Alvaro
Mr Ben Andersen
Mr Andrew Athavle
Ms Cheryl Brennan
Ms Wendy Mockler Giles
Mr Nicholas Gliddon
Mr Greg Hannelly
Mr Kenson Low

Ms Mai Ni Pham
Ms Leith Thompson
Mr Glenn Walker
Mr Nicholas Ward
Ms Tania White
We had a diverse Board with educators
from government, Catholic, Christian and
independent schools. All Directors serve
on a pro-bono basis. Cheryl Brennan and
myself also sit on the Board of the Directors
of the Professional Teachers’ Council NSW
(the coordination and consultancy body for
professional teacher associations in NSW), of
which we are a member organisation. I also sit
on the Board of our national subject association,
Business Educators Australasia, as the NSW
representative. This diversity enables EBE NSW
to better serve the interests of all members and
remain strategically focused as it carries out its
activities and faces the challenges in the current
educational environment.
Full Board meetings were held twice every
school term and Board members also
communicated regularly online.
We were able to recognise an EBE NSW
Director, Nicholas Ward, this year at the
2017 Professional Teachers’ Council NSW
Presentation Evening . Nicholas was presented
with an Outstanding Beginning Teacher Award
in recognition of his significant contribution
to the support of Economics, Business Studies,
Legal Studies and Commerce teachers in NSW
through Economics and Business Educators
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NSW (EBE NSW), as a Director since 2014. As a
beginning teacher, Nicholas has used his role at
EBE NSW to advance the teaching profession and
serve other educators, including being a positive
role model to other beginning teachers.
Congratulations Nicholas.
EBE NSW Director Wendy Mockler-Giles was
awarded a $15 000 NSW Government Premier’s
Reserve Bank of Australia Economics Scholarship
this year. Wendy is seeking to address the
dramatic drop in high school Economics
enrolment numbers, particularly among girls. We
look forward to the results of Wendy’s research.
Congratulations Wendy.
I would like to thank all the Board members for
all their work and willingness to give to and share
with the teaching profession and assist teachers
to improve student learning outcomes. It is not
always easy juggling the demands of a full time
job and carrying out the important and useful
work we do for EBE NSW on a pro bono basis, and
I would like to acknowledge the contributions
of all Board members. I also add a vote of thanks
to Board members who carried out the added
responsibilities as an Executive Board member.
Thank you to Cheryl Brennan (Vice-President)
and Tania White (Treasurer).
EBE NSW membership numbers continue to be
strong. Our members are made up of teachers in
both government and non – government schools
in NSW, teachers from Australian international
schools overseas, student teachers and members
in the “business/corporate” category. As at 16
August 2017 our total membership was 407
(this figure includes individual memberships,
school/library memberships and business/
corporate memberships). While our membership
figures remain healthy overall, there is potential
to increase these numbers and engage those
teachers in schools who are not members. In
addition, our student teacher members could be
increased. We envisage more teachers will apply
to be members of EBE NSW in the future as they
seek ways to address the Australian Professional
Standards for Teachers.
I wish to thank our members for their support of
the association and participation in our activities
this year. In all our activities our top priority is
meeting and exceeding the expectations of our
members.
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EBE NSW is passionate about the subject
matter in the courses it represents and
supports and considers these courses critical
for a relevant and balanced school curriculum.
EBE NSW continues to support teachers of the
junior secondary elective course, Commerce.
This course continues to be popular with
young people and plays an important role
in increasing the knowledge and skills of
young people in the areas of consumer and
financial literacy, enterprise, law, and civics
and citizenship. Quality support also continues
for the senior courses our members teach –
Economics, Business Studies and Legal Studies.
The strength and sustainability of the
teaching profession is directly related to
the quality of our teachers. Good teachers
never stop learning. This is why designing
and conducting professional development
courses is our core activity. EBE NSW continues
to provide members with access to effective,
syllabus friendly, classroom focused and cost
friendly professional development courses
to assist teachers in providing meaningful
and engaging learning experiences in the
classroom. We are especially committed to
supporting beginning teachers as they face
the challenging and demanding early years of
teaching. It has been a year of strong member
involvement with regards to our professional
development courses. We have implemented
a busy professional development program
this year carefully prepared to meet the
professional learning needs of teachers:
1. “Teaching the Preliminary Course ( Year 11)
in Economics or Legal Studies for the first
time? – 3 March 2017
2. “Teaching the Preliminary Course (Year 11) in
Business Studies for the first time?” –
8 March 2017
3. “Revamping and Resourcing Commerce” –
29 March 2017
4. “2017 EBE NSW Economics Update
Conference” – 26 May 2017
5. 2017 EBE NSW Annual Conference” –
21 July 2017
6. “Field Trip – Law Day Out for Legal Studies
and Commerce Teachers” – 25 August 2017
7. “Teaching the HSC Course (Year 12) in
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Economics or Legal Studies for the First
Time?” – 30 August 2017
8. “Teaching the HSC Course (Year 12) in
Business Studies for the First Time?” –
14 September 2017
9. “ 2017 EBE NSW Legal Update Conference” –
28 November 2017
Thank you to all the EBE NSW Board members
who convened our professional development
courses this year and who designed and
presented sessions at these events, enabling
members to benefit directly from the expertise
of EBE NSW Board members (teachers in the
classroom) during these courses. I also thank all
our other presenters this year. All our courses
are evaluated by attendees and we use this
information to learn about what is working well
and what needs improving. Overall evaluations
this year indicated that the content of our
professional development courses are meeting
the professional learning needs of teachers and
student teachers attending.
EBE NSW (through the Professional Teachers’
Council NSW) is a NESA endorsed provider
of professional development for the
maintenance of accreditation at Proficient,
Highly Accomplished and Lead levels, and
a number of our members use professional
development hours from our courses to meet
their accreditation requirements with NESA.
Courses that are endorsed are advertised on the
NESA website which enable us to benefit from
this additional method of promotion.
Further professional development was available
to members through the EBE NSW Helpdesk
(helpdesk@ebe.nsw.edu.au) enabling them to
access EBE Directors for advice and assistance
in relation to the teaching and learning of
Economics, Business Studies, Legal Studies and
Commerce this year.
We awarded three professional learning grants
this year:
• Two professional learning grants were
awarded to two EBE NSW members from
remote areas of NSW to attend the 2017
EBE NSW Annual Conference.
• One professional learning grant was
awarded to an EBE NSW member from a
remote areas of NSW to attend the 2017 EBE

NSW Economics Update Conference.
EBE NSW continued the selling of the following
EBE NSW publications this year which are
designed to enhance teaching and learning
programs in schools:
•

The EBE NSW Book of Economics Questions
for HSC Students

•

Annual EBE Trial HSC Examinations (Business
Studies, Economics and Legal Studies). The
EBE NSW Trial HSC Examinations give EBE
Directors another opportunity to share their
expertise and experience with members.

“The EBE Journal – Journal of the Economics
and Business Educators NSW” continues to
be provided in an electronic format which is
accessible by members on the EBE website.
Past issues of the journal are also available on
the website, which enables members to access
professional reading and resources which are
available in the journals. I would like to thank
EBE NSW Director, Mai Ni Pham, for all her work
on “The EBE Journal” as the Editor and all the
contributors to the journal this year. EBE NSW
has a long history of providing a journal to
members and we are committed to continuing
this EBE NSW membership benefit into the
future.
We continued to run the CPA Australia Plan
Your Own Enterprise Competition in NSW this
year in association with Business Educators
Australasia, which enables students in NSW
and around Australia to develop their business
planning skills. I would like to thank our PYOE
NSW Coordinator, Nicholas Ward, for all his work
in coordinating the competition in NSW this
year, including the coordination of the NSW
short listing process. I thank CPA Australia for
judging the NSW finalists.
We were able to recognise the PYOE NSW
winners at our annual NSW awards ceremony
on 27 September 2017 at the Sydney office
of CPA Australia. At the ceremony prizes and
certificates were awarded to the NSW student
winners and their teachers.
CPA Australia sponsors the PYOE Competition
and I acknowledge its support of students
and teachers through this competition. This
competition is an excellent way for EBE to
interact directly with students of the courses we
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represent and their parents.

presented the student seminars this year.

Another way we are interacting directly with
students and their parents is through our HSC
student seminars at the 2017 HSC and Careers
Expo and the 2017 Western Sydney Careers
Expo (organised by “Resources for Courses”). We
provide these seminars free of charge, enabling
students and their parents to hear about
strategies to maximise their examination marks
in the courses we represent and support. EBE
NSW Directors Joe Alvaro and Greg Hannelly

The EBE NSW website continues to be a major
source of up to date information in relation to
the vision and goals of EBE NSW. We outsource
the upkeep of the technical side and design
of the website to our webmaster, Rob Berry,
while maintaining oversight of the content that
appears on the website. As can be seen in the
graphs below the EBE website attracts many
visitors.
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EBE NSW Website Statistics as at
19 November 2017
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We have also continued to produce regular
e-newsletters which are emailed to members,
enabling them to receive all the latest news
with regards to the teaching and learning of
Economics, Business Studies, Commerce, and
Legal Studies directly into their email inbox.
Acting as a voice on matters of significance
to Economics, Business, Legal and Commerce
educators is an important aspect of the EBE
NSW Strategic Plan 2015–2017. EBE NSW is well
placed to improve the quality of our courses and
respond to changes in the area of education as
we have members who are teachers in schools,
active in the classroom, committed to their
students and passionate about the curriculum.

Areas of advocacy this year have included:
– A letter to and response from the former
NSW Minister for Education, Adrian Piccoli
regarding the NESA current planning in
relation to plans to implement the Australian
Curriculum for Economics and Business and
the Australian Curriculum for Civics and
Citizenship in NSW. EBE NSW has also been
communicating with NESA about this area
on behalf of members.
– A submission to the NESA 2017
Consultation – Draft NSW Supplementary
Documentation: Subject Content Knowledge
Requirements (Revised).
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– A submission to the Australian Securities and
Investments Commission (ASIC) National
Financial Literacy Strategy Consultation
2017 (October 2017).
– Signing the Copyright Agency Open Letter
to oppose the Productivity Commission’s
recommendations on copyright in Australia
because it will affect the ability of teachers
to create high quality resources for teachers.
EBE NSW is currently preparing submissions
for the 2017 NESA Review of the Commerce
Syllabus and the 2017 NESA Syllabus
Development Process Consultation.
I represent EBE NSW on the Australian Taxation
Office Individuals Stewardship Group. This is the
Australian Taxation Office’s peak consultation
group for individuals as a means of improving
the administration of Australia’s tax and super
systems in ways that benefit the national
interest. Members are drawn from groups that
represent or advise individuals,
or are individual taxpayers themselves. The
members of the group provide advice and
experience to the ATO executive, who also may
convene smaller ad-hoc groups or one-on-one
arrangements to obtain advice on specific
matters. Through this group I am able to
express the needs and interests of teachers and
their students with regards to teaching and
learning about taxation related content in the
curriculum.
I represent EBE NSW on the Reserve Bank
of Australia Educators Advisory Panel. The
Educators Advisory Panel was established by
the Reserve Bank in this year. The role of the EAP
is to provide expert guidance to the Bank on
matters of education so as to inform the Bank’s
educational initiatives.
EBE NSW is a member of the Change Agents
Working Together Group of Educators: Human
Society and its Environment (HSIE), Professional
Associations and Tertiary Educators. I
represented EBE NSW at the 17th Annual
Meeting of this group in November this
year. HSIE professional teaching associations,
tertiary educators and curriculum authorities
in the area of HSIE came together to discuss
the HSIE learning area, learn from each other
and discuss ways HSIE professional teaching
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associations could support HSIE pre-service
teachers. Tertiary educators and professional
teacher associations such as EBE NSW are
an essential link between teachers, schools
and the curriculum. EBE NSW recognises the
importance of connecting with the future
teachers of the courses we support who are
studying at university and promoting the
importance to them of becoming a member
of EBE NSW. This year we continued to offer a
student teacher membership category which
is heavily discounted and student membership
discounts to all our professional development
courses.
I acknowledge the continued support provided
to EBE NSW by Business Educators Australasia,
its umbrella national subject association. Our
connections to BEA are important to teachers
and students in NSW because this is the
channel through which we increasingly have
input into matters relating to the Australian
curriculum and other critical national matters
which impact on us here in NSW. In addition,
these connections enable us to offer the CPA
Plan Your Own Enterprise Competition to our
members and their students. I would like to
thank the President of BEA, Tony Kuc and the
Executive Officer of BEA, Christine Reid, for their
leadership of BEA as they work with teachers
from across Australia.
This year we were informed by the NSW
Department of Education that we would need
to vacate our Ryde premises by the end of 2017
as the buildings on the land are going to be
demolished. The Board has made a decision
to restructure the EBE NSW Office and use the
services of the Professional Teachers’ Council
NSW to manage the EBE NSW Office from 2018.
Our part time office staff members, Annette
Davies and Alan Hearle, will be leaving EBE
NSW at the end of 2017. Annette and Alan
have shared the vision of the association and
made significant contributions to helping the
association achieve its goals over many years.
I am grateful for their many years of dedication
and service to the association and wish them all
the best for the future.
EBE NSW is in a healthy financial position and
full details will be available in the audited
accounts of the association which will be
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invest our finances more wisely so as to
generate greater returns and to consider
further ways we can use funds to add more
value to membership of EBE.

available for members at this Annual General
Meeting.
Greg Hannelly and Glenn Walker have notified
the Board of their intention to resign from the
Board this year. I thank them both for their
contributions to the association as Directors.
EBE NSW is highly respected and recognised.
Despite this and our many achievements we
cannot afford to be complacent as we look
to the future. Funding by the government
for many significant projects in the area of
education continues to decrease, educational
change continues to increase and teacher
associations like EBE NSW are being called upon
to do more and more with limited resources.
Many challenges and opportunities await us in
the future:
•

We need to continue to pay attention to
developments in the area of education
which impact on our members at the
Federal and NSW Government levels and
make our views known when appropriate.

•

We need to continue to monitor the
development of the Australian Curriculum:
Economics and Business and Australian
Curriculum: Civics and Citizenship here in
NSW as NESA considers its response to these
curriculum developments.

•

We need to ensure that our professional
development courses are responsive to
emerging teaching and learning strategies
and technologies.

•

Opportunities will develop for us as all
teachers begin to move to the Australian
Professional Standards for Teachers from
2018 making accreditation integral to
teachers’ progression and remuneration.
This all has potential to build our capacity to
provide professional learning opportunities
to a wider audience.

•

We need to continue to pay attention
to governance issues and update our
constitution.

•

We need to continue to maintain the
financial stability of our association and

•

We must be on a path of continuous
improvement, maintain high standards in
all we do and continue to encourage and
develop excellence in the teaching and
learning of Economics, Business Studies,
Legal Studies and Commerce, which we
know are subjects that contain critical and
powerful knowledge and skills that we want
young people to leave school with and build
on throughout their lives.

EBE NSW has been an active association over the
past year, representing and supporting teachers
and students of the NESA Economics, Business
Studies, Legal Studies and Commerce courses.
At the 2017 Professional Teachers’ Council NSW
Presentation Evening, EBE NSW was presented
with a Certificate of Appreciation “in recognition
of the association’s voluntary contribution
during 2017 to quality education, the students
of NSW and the teaching profession”.
The teaching and learning of the courses we
represent and support would continue without
EBE NSW but I would argue the quality of the
lessons in classrooms and teacher capacity and
confidence with regards to these courses would
suffer if EBE NSW did not exist. Our association
has made a very significant contribution to
education this year and has played a significant
part in furthering the teaching profession and
assisting teachers to improve student learning
outcomes.
I again thank all the EBE NSW Board members
and the EBE NSW office staff for their efforts this
year and for assisting me in my role as President.
I also thank all the EBE NSW members who are
driven to ensure their students reach their full
potential.
Joe Alvaro
President –
Economics and Business Educators NSW
11 December 2017
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ATT: Teachers of Business Studies, Commerce, Economics and Legal Studies

Economics and Business Educators NSW
ABN 29 002 677 750

2018 ANNUA L
CONFERENCE

Save the date

Transforming our world through economics,
business and legal education

DATE
Friday 29 June 2018
Time: 8.30am - 4.00pm

VENUE
UTS Business School
Dr Chau Chak Wing Building, UTS Building 8
14-28 Ultimo Road, Ultimo, NSW 2007

JOIN EBE NSW
To become a member of Economics and Business Educators
NSW, visit www.ebe.nsw.edu.au

HOW TO REGISTER
Register online from 30 April via the Economics and Business
Educators NSW website www.ebe.nsw.edu.au

REGISTRATION opens 30 April 2018
Early Bird - Register and pay before 1 June
$230 for EBE individual/school members
$349 for individual non-members
$100 for concession
Registration from 2 June
$280 for EBE individual/school members
$399 for individual non-members
$150 for concession
Registrations close 19 June 2018
Registration fees are inclusive of GST

Supported by:
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BENEFITS OF EBE NSW MEMBERSHIP
What is EBE NSW?

Why should I join EBE NSW?

• Professional teachers’
association representing teachers
of Economics, Business Studies,
Legal Studies and Commerce in
NSW

• Access resources produced by
other teachers

• Non-profit – surplus funds go
back into providing services for
members

• Gain new, innovative ideas for the
classroom

• Network with teachers across all
educational sectors

• Discounted rates for conferences
and trial HSC examination papers
• Access to the EBE NSW Journal
• Contribute your own expertise
to the professional learning
community, helpful for those
seeking NESA accreditation at
Highly Accomplished or Lead
Teacher levels
• Inform government policy with
regards to the teaching and
learning of Economics, Business
Studies, Legal Studies and
Commerce.
Left: Delegates at the EBE NSW Legal Update Conference

How do I join EBE NSW?
• Go to the EBE NSW website for membership details – www.ebe.nsw.edu.au

ABN 29 002 677 750 | Address: 67 – 73 St Hilliers Rd Auburn NSW 2144 | T: (02) 9716 0378 | E: admin@ebe.nsw.edu.au | W: www.ebe.nsw.edu.au
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EBE NSW 2018 EVENTS CALENDAR
& BUSINESS
As at 16 January 2018 ECONOMICS
EDUCATORS NSW
(An affiliate member of Business Educators Australasia Inc.)
Serving Members since 1968
ABN 29 002 677 750

Address: 67-73 St. Hilliers Road
Auburn NSW 2144
Email: admin@ebe.nsw.edu.au
Website: www.ebe.nsw.edu.au

Economics and Business Educators NSW 2018 Events Calendar
AS AT 15 JANUARY 2018

DATE

TIME

COURSE
NO.

TBC

1808

TBC

5.30pm

N/A

T.4
Wk.2

4.15pm–
7.45pm

1809

TBC
TBC

T.4
Wk.7

8.30am4pm

1810

Wednesday
Wednesday
5
5 December
December
2018
2018

T.4
Wk.8

7.45pm
4.15pm –
7.45pm

1811

Strategies and Resources for Commerce
Location: Professional Teachers’ Council NSW
67-73 St. Hilliers Road Auburn NSW 2144
Convenor: EBE NSW Director – Roset Khair

Monday
17 December
2018

T.4
Wk.10

5.30pm

N/A

EBE NSW Annual General Meeting
Location: Club Burwood RSL, Burwood NSW

Wednesday
3 October
2018 to
Friday
5 October
2018
TBC

Tuesday
23 October
2018

TERM/
WEEK

End of
Term 3
school
holidays

th

4 October
2018 and
th
5 Oct

COURSE AND LOCATION

Business Educators Australasia 2018 Biennial
Conference
Location: National Library of Australia - Canberra
See www.bea.asn.au for more information.
CPA Plan Your Own Enterprise Competition NSW
Awards Ceremony
Location: CPA Australia ( Sydney Office), Sydney, NSW
Strategies and Resources for the HSC Business
Studies Operations Topic
Location: Professional Teachers’ Council NSW
67-73 St. Hilliers Road Auburn NSW 2144
Convenor: EBE NSW Director - Ben Andersen

2017 EBE NSW Legal Update Conference
Location: NSW Parliament House
Convenor: EBE NSW President – Joe Alvaro

* N/A = Not applicable, TBC = To be confirmed
* Extra/updated details will be published on the EBE NSW website ( www.ebe.nsw.edu.au).
* The events in the calendar may change due to unforeseeable circumstances.
* Have you renewed your membership of EBE NSW for 2018? Would you like to become a
member of EBE NSW? Visit www.ebe.nsw.edu.au for more information.
Page 2 of 2
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Economics & Business Educators NSW
PO Box 699, Lidcombe NSW 1825
Phone: (02) 9886 7786 • Fax: (02) 9886 7673
Email: admin@ebe.nsw.edu.au • Website: www.ebe.nsw.edu.au

